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Abstract  27 
The question whether spatial selective attention is necessary in order to process vocal affec-28 
tive prosody has been controversially discussed in sighted individuals: whereas some studies 29 
argue that attention is required in order to process emotions, other studies conclude that vo-30 
cal prosody can be processed even outside the focus of spatial selective attention. Here, we 31 
asked whether spatial selective attention is necessary for the processing of affective proso-32 
dies after visual deprivation from birth. For this purpose, pseudowords were presented at the 33 
left or right loudspeaker and spoken in happy, neutral, fearful or threatening prosodies. Con-34 
genitally blind individuals (N = 8) and sighted controls (N=13) had to attend to one of the 35 
loudspeakers and detect rare pseudowords presented at the attended loudspeaker during EEG 36 
recording. Emotional prosody of the syllables was task-irrelevant. Blind individuals outper-37 
formed sighted controls by being more efficient in detecting deviant syllables at the attended 38 
loudspeaker. Higher auditory N1 amplitude was observed in blind individuals compared to 39 
sighted controls. Additionally, sighted controls showed enhanced attention-related ERP am-40 
plitudes in response to fearful and threatening voices during the time range of the N1. By 41 
contrast, blind individuals revealed enhanced ERP amplitudes in attended relative to unat-42 
tended locations irrespective of the affective valence in all time windows (110-350 ms). 43 
These effects were mainly observed at posterior electrodes. The results provide evidence for 44 
“emotion-general“ auditory spatial selective attention effects in congenitally blindness and 45 
provide further indirect support for the idea of reorganization of the voice processing brain 46 
system following visual deprivation from birth. 47 
 48 
   49 
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1. Introduction  51 
Human voices and vocalizations play an essential role in social interactions and communica-52 
tion as they allow us to not only process speech, but also to draw conclusions about other 53 
people’s affective state, age, gender and even a person’s body size (Lavan et al., 2019; 54 
Pisanski et al., 2017; Schweinberger et al., 2014; Skuk & Schweinberger, 2013; Zinchenko 55 
et al., 2015, 2017). Processing of human voices becomes particularly important in blind in-56 
dividuals as vocal features can be identified even from long distances. Some characteristics 57 
of human voice processing have been extensively studied in blind individuals, such as audi-58 
tory perceptual skills (Arnaud et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2014; Röder et al., 1999b); auditory 59 
memory (Amedi et al., 2003; Bull et al., 1983; Rokem & Ahissar, 2009), person identifica-60 
tion (Fairhall, et al. 2017; Föcker et al., 2012, 2015; Hölig et al., 2014a, 2014b), language 61 
(Röder et al., 2003; Schild & Friedrich, 2018), auditory localization and spatial selective 62 
attention (Amadeo et al., 2019; Doucet et al., 2005; Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 63 
1999a). Surprisingly, the nature of human affective voice processing undergoing neural plas-64 
tic reorganization after visual deprivation – and more importantly – the processing of emo-65 
tional features– are rather unknown so far (Fairhall et al. 2017; Klinge et al., 2010a).  66 
     One of the methods to study attention- and emotion-related processes is electroen-67 
cephalography (EEG), which is known for its high temporal resolution. In sighted individu-68 
als, it was shown that emotions can modulate auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) as 69 
early as 100 and 200 ms after stimulus onset (N1; P2) but also during later processing stages 70 
such as between 260-350 ms (see also Gädeke et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 71 
2013). For instance, ERP responses to emotional vocalizations differed from ERPs to neutral 72 
vocalizations at around 120 ms (Jessen & Kotz, 2011) and 150 ms poststimulus (Sauter & 73 
Eimer, 2010). Additionally, Pinheiro et al., (2013) observed an enhanced negativity to neu-74 
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terpreted as emotional evaluation of incoming sensory information (Kokinous et al., 2015). 76 
This implies that the processing of the affective quality of the signal happens very early dur-77 
ing sensory processing, possibly due to its high relevance for survival and social interac-78 
tions. To sum up, while electrophysiological correlates of emotional prosody processing are 79 
relatively well studied in sighted individuals, these processes are less understood in blind 80 
individuals. 81 
Interestingly, a growing number of studies have shown improved auditory localization 82 
skills in blind individuals using behavioral, electrophysiological and brain imaging studies 83 
(Collignon et al., 2006; Doucet et al., 2005; Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 2007, 1999). 84 
In some of those studies, blind and sighted participants attended to a sound source in space 85 
and detected rare target stimuli while ignoring more frequent auditory standards and other 86 
(task-irrelevant) rare deviant stimuli presented at the same or other loudspeakers (e.g., Röder 87 
et al., 1999a). As a result, the authors found that blind relative to sighted participants could 88 
localize spatial positions of targets significantly further away in the periphery (Röder et al., 89 
1999a). In line with these findings, Röder et al. (1999a) reported that blind relative to 90 
sighted participants showed a more pronounced ERP negativity (N1) in response to more 91 
peripheral sources of audio stimuli (see also Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 2012; Röder 92 
et al., 2007 for an enhanced auditory N1 in blind individuals).  93 
In a previous study, Röder et al. (2007) asked 8 congenitally blind individuals and 12 94 
sighted controls to attend either to the left or right loudspeaker at which auditory stimuli 95 
were presented and to concentrate either on a long or short time interval which separated the 96 
two auditory stimuli (S1 and S2) from each other. The authors examined the length of audio 97 
refractory period across the two groups. Refractory periods are defined as time periods dur-98 
ing which the cell is not able to generate further action potentials. Interestingly, congenitally 99 
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lus (S2), suggesting shorter auditory refractory periods in the blind compared to the sighted 101 
controls (Röder et al., 2007). This implies that blind participants had an advantage in the 102 
processing of auditory stimuli. Correspondingly, another study has shown that the auditory 103 
N1 recovered faster in the blind than in the sighted controls when the interstimulus interval 104 
between the two auditory stimuli was varied (Röder et al., 1999b). As the neural generators 105 
for the auditory N1 are thought to originate in the primary and secondary auditory cortices 106 
(Näätänen & Picton, 1987), an enhanced excitability of the auditory cortex might contribute 107 
to enhanced perceptual skills in the blind.  108 
To summarize, there is consistent evidence that blind individuals show generally more 109 
efficient processing of auditory information (Fine & Park, 2018; but see Collignon et al., 110 
2009, and Singh et al., 2018 for a further discussion). However, there is a lack of research on 111 
whether spatial selective attention is necessary in order to process affective prosodies after 112 
visual deprivation from birth. This question is of interest, as blind individuals rely much 113 
more on vocal cues and could potentially be more efficient in detecting emotional features, 114 
even outside the focus of spatial attention. By contrast, in the sighted population there is 115 
convincing evidence that emotions can be processed within and even outside of the focus of 116 
spatial selective attention (Grandjean et al., 2005; Holmes et al., 2003; Mothes-Lasch et al., 117 
2011; Pessoa et al., 2002; Pessoa & Ungerleider, 2004; Vuilleumier & Schwartz, 2001). In 118 
one pioneering study, Grandjean and coauthors (2005) examined whether processing of 119 
emotional prosody depends on selective attention to the voice. Participants listened to audi-120 
tory utterances pronounced with either threatening or neutral tone of voice in a dichotic lis-121 
tening task. Specifically, participants were asked to attend either to the left or right ear and 122 
identify the gender of a speaker at the target-ear and ignore the voices presented in the unat-123 
tended ear. Results showed that activations in response to threatening utterances in the mid-124 
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indicating that the brain could still detect emotional prosody from voices presented at the 126 
non-attended location (Grandjean et al., 2005). By contrast, other studies have challenged 127 
the “automaticity” hypothesis of emotional processing. For instance, Pessoa and colleagues 128 
(2002) indicated that especially under high load conditions, attention is necessary in order to 129 
process emotional features. Evidence for the hypothesis that spatial attention modulates the 130 
degree of emotional voice processing as a function of emotional valence was observed in an 131 
EEG experiment:  Auditory pseudowords (neutral, happy, threatening, and fearful) have 132 
been presented at two different loudspeakers and participants were asked to detect rare devi-133 
ant syllables (e.g. “giki”, “fefi”) at the attended location while ignoring all standard 134 
pseudowords presented at the same location and all deviants and standards at the non-135 
attended location (Gädeke et al., 2013). Emotional valence of the pseudowords was task-136 
irrelevant. As a result, the authors found more pronounced negativity in response to attended 137 
versus unattended voices specifically in the time range of the auditory N1 and especially for 138 
fearful voices. This implies that processing of emotional information modulates early but not 139 
later stages of information processing. Importantly, these authors also showed emotion-140 
specific brain activations at both attended and unattended locations in this early time-141 
window, suggesting that emotions can be processed even outside the focus of selective spa-142 
tial attention in sighted individuals.  143 
In order to investigate whether spatial selective attention is necessary to process emo-144 
tional prosody in blind individuals, we used the well-established paradigm outlined above 145 
(Gädeke et al., 2013) and applied it to congenitally blind individuals. In more detail, we used 146 
an auditory spatial attention paradigm in which participants were asked to detect rare 147 
bisyllabic pseudowords (e.g. “fefi”; “giki”, “nane”) at the attended loudspeaker and ignore 148 
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quently presented pseudowords (e.g. “baba”, “dede”, “fafa”) at both loudspeakers (see Fig-150 
ure 1).  151 
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 152 
 153 
Pseudoword were presented in four different emotions (neutral, happy, fearful and 154 
threatening). The emotion of the pseudowords was task-irrelevant. In sighted controls it has 155 
been shown that attention modulates the processing of emotional prosody at early perceptual 156 
processing stages by showing a more pronounced negativity to attended fearful voices com-157 
pared to unattended fearful voices. We asked (1) whether congenitally blind individuals 158 
would show the same attentional capture by negative stimuli (e.g. fearful) as sighted controls 159 
in the time range of the auditory N1 and whether there would be a main effect of Emotion 160 
and Attention in later time windows (>150ms) similar to sighted controls. We were also in-161 
terested (2) whether congenitally blind individuals outperform sighted controls in distin-162 
guishing targets (“giki”, “fefi”, “nane”) from more frequently presented standard voices (e.g. 163 
“baba”, “dede”, “fafa”) at the attended location and if so, (3) at which processing stages 164 
would congenitally blind individuals differ from sighted controls (early versus late). This 165 
question was motivated by previous work that compared different temporal processing stag-166 
es between congenitally blind individuals and sighted controls (Föcker et al., 2012, 2015; 167 
Röder et al., 1999). It was found that congenitally blind  relative to sighted controls show 168 
different patterns and topographical distributions of auditory event-related potentials, e.g., 169 
N1, N2b, mismatch negativity (MMN), Auditory-evoked Contralateral Occipital Positivity 170 
(ACOP) recorded at posterior electrodes (e.g., Pz), which was linked to cortical reorganiza-171 
tion of the auditory system in the blind (Alho et al., 1993; Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 172 
2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1992; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: Leclerc, Saint-173 
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electrodes (central versus posterior) differences in emotional processing are mostly pro-175 
nounced in congenitally blind and sighted controls.  176 
We hypothesized (1) that if emotions are processed outside the focus of spatial selec-177 
tive attention, we should observe emotion-related ERP modulations independently of the 178 
focus of spatial selective attention. That is, ERPs for fearful, threatening and happy voices 179 
should show different patterns of activity (i.e., amplitudes) relative to neutral voices within 180 
both attended and unattended conditions. However, if attention is required to process emo-181 
tional valence, we expected different modulations of ERPs with regards to emotional va-182 
lence for spatially attended and unattended stimuli similar to sighted controls in the time 183 
range of the auditory N1 to fearful human voices (Gädeke et al., 2013). In more detail, 184 
Gädeke and colleagues (2013) showed that sighted individuals revealed a more pronounced 185 
N1 negativity in response to attended relative to unattended fearful human voices, which 186 
might be an index of an enhanced suppression of spatially irrelevant human fearful voices 187 
and an enhanced capture of attention to fearful voices presented at the attended location. We 188 
did not expect any interaction between attention and emotion at later processing stages (see 189 
Gädeke et al., 2013). Regarding question (2), we hypothesized that blind individuals would 190 
be more efficient in processing human voices at the attended speaker compared to sighted 191 
controls (Klinge et al., 2010a). 192 
Similarly to previous studies (Röder et al., 1999a, 1999b; 2007) we expected more en-193 
hanced auditory N1 amplitudes in the congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted 194 
controls (3). Finally, (4) we expected to find group-specific differences between congenital-195 
ly blind and sighted controls at more posterior electrode sites as observed in previous re-196 
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2. Results 200 
In the following, results are presented including N = 8 congenitally blind individuals 201 
and N = 13 sighted controls. We first describe the behavioral results followed by the event-202 
related potential (ERP) results.  203 
 204 
2.1. Behavioral results 205 
For the behavioral results we report the ANOVA including the factors Emotion (hap-206 
py, neutral, fearful, threatening) and the between subject factor Group (congenitally blind 207 
individuals versus sighted controls) on d’prime and Inverse Efficiency scores (IE scores). IE 208 
scores combine both reaction times and correct responses (Townsend & Ashby, 1987; 209 
Spence et al., 2001) and have been used as we aimed to follow the same procedure as re-210 
ported in Gädeke et al., 2013. Percent correct (PC), mean reaction times (RT), d’prime as 211 
well as IE scores are reported in Table 1.  212 
 213 
 214 
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE 215 
 216 
 217 
2.1.1. D-prime scores 218 
As expected, blind individuals outperformed sighted controls in distinguishing targets 219 
from more frequently presented standards at the attended location (main effect of Group: 220 
F(1,19) = 19.557, P < .001, η² = .507, blind individuals: mean d’ =  2.7, SE = .113; sighted 221 
controls: mean d’ =  2.1, SE = .088, see Figure 2 C). Moreover, all participants could better 222 
detect targets at the attended location when spoken in a neutral prosody compared to happy, 223 
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.544, neutral =  3.089, SE = .154; threatening = 2.125, SE = .108; happy = 2.135, SE =   .057; 225 
fearful =   2.512, SE =   .095; all Ps < .001, see Figure 2 A). Furthermore, d-prime for fearful 226 
human voices were higher compared to threatening and happy voices (P < .007). The interac-227 
tion between Emotion and Group was not significant (F(3,57) = .85, P = .445). 228 
 229 
2.1.2. Inverse Efficiency (IE) scores 230 
Participants responded more efficiently in the neutral condition compared to the threat-231 
ening vocal prosody (main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 5.898, P = .008; η² = .237; mean neu-232 
tral = 1405 ms, SE=141; mean happy: 1639 ms, SE = 92; mean threatening: 1997 ms, SE = 233 
206, mean fearful: 1459 ms, SE = 93, P = .001; see Figure 2B). Moreover, blind individuals 234 
responded more efficiently to target voices compared to sighted controls (main effect of 235 
Group: F(1,19) = 8.093, P = .010, η² = .299; sighted controls: mean: 1922 ms, SE=128; blind 236 
individuals: mean: 1328 ms, SE=164, see Figure 2D). The interaction between Emotion and 237 
Group was not significant (F(3,57) = .165, P = .826). 238 
 239 
 240 
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE 241 
 242 
 243 
2.2. ERP results 244 
For the ERP analysis, we used a 2 (Group: congenitally blind, sighted control) * 4 (Emotion: 245 
neutral, happy, fearful, threatening) * 2 (Attention: attended, unattended) repeated measures analysis of 246 
variance. We first run an ANOVA at the central electrode M4 given that the auditory vertex potential is 247 
maximal in amplitude at this site. Based on our hypotheses that differences between congenitally blind 248 
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ANOVA at the posterior electrode M7 (corresponding to Pz). We finalized this result section by 250 
reporting the results of the four-way interaction between the factors Attention, Emotion, Electrode and 251 
Group. 252 
Figure 3 summarizes the ERPs recorded to human voices presented at the attended versus unat-253 
tended loudspeaker averaged across all participants (Figure 3 A, D), the ERPs averaged separately for 254 
each emotional condition (neutral, happy, threatening, fearful) across all participants (Figure 3 B, E), 255 
and the ERPs averaged separately in all congenitally blind and all sighted controls (Figure 3 C, F) at the 256 
central electrode M4 and the posterior electrode M7 (corresponding to electrode Pz of the 10-20 sys-257 
tem). Figure 4 shows the difference waves (attended minus unattended) as a function of emotional va-258 
lence (neutral, happy, threatening and fearful) and the topographical distribution of the attention effect 259 
(E,F) for the three time windows separately for congenitally blind (B, D) and sighted controls (A, C) at 260 
electrode M4 and M7). Figure 5 illustrates the mean amplitudes for spatial attended (red dashed line) 261 
and unattended locations (black solid line) in the time range of the N1 plotted as a function of emotions 262 
(fearful, happy, neutral and threatening) separately for congenitally blind (A,B) and sighted controls 263 
(C,D) at electrodes M4 and M7. 264 
To foresee the results, we observed significant main effects of Emotion and Attention in the ERP 265 
amplitudes of congenitally blind individuals across all time windows. By contrast, in sighted controls, 266 
the interaction between Attention and Emotion with mean ERP amplitudes as dependent measurement 267 
was significant in the first time window, but not in the second or third time windows.  268 
 269 
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE 270 
 271 
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Time Window: 110-150 ms  275 
Electrode M4 276 
The ANOVA including the factors Emotion, Attention and Group on mean ERP 277 
amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention and a main effect of Emotion (main effect of 278 
Attention: F(1,19) = 21.855, P < .001, η
2
= .535; main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 20.648, P 279 
< .001, η
2
= .521). ERPs were more negative to attended compared to unattended human voic-280 
es (mean attended: -3.202 µV, SE = .425; mean unattended: -2.598 µV, SE = .380, see Figure 281 
3 A). Moreover, ERPs to neutral prosodies revealed a more pronounced negativity compared 282 
to all other emotions (mean neutral: - 3.578 µV, SE = .408, mean happy: -2.151µV, SE = 283 
.357; mean threatening: -2.892µV, SE = .473, mean fearful: -2.98µV, SE = .407, see Figure 3 284 
B). Additionally, ERPs recorded to happy voices revealed a less pronounced negativity com-285 
pared to all other voices (all Ps < .012). The main effect of Group was significant (F(1,19) = 286 
5.013, P = .037, η2= .209, see Figure 3 C). The auditory N1 amplitude was more negative in 287 
congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls (congenitally blind: mean: -3.791 288 
µV, SE = .626; sighted controls: mean: -2.009 µV, SE = .491).  289 
The interaction between Emotion*Attention*Group was not significant (F(3,57) = 290 
1.153, P = .331). 291 
 292 
Correlation between behavioral performance and auditory N1 293 
Electrode M4 294 
In order to investigate, whether higher auditory N1 amplitudes were associated with 295 
improved performance in congenitally blind individuals but not in the sighted controls, we 296 
calculated the correlations between mean amplitudes of the auditory N1 and the behavioral 297 
performance (IE scores and d’). The correlations between the auditory N1 and IE scores and 298 
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= -.195, P = .643; Blind individuals d prime: r = .230, P = .584; Sighted Controls: IE scores: r 300 
= -.009, P = .977; Sighted Controls: d prime: r = .258. P = .396). 301 
 302 
Time Window: 190-260 ms 303 
Electrode M4 304 
The main effect of Attention was significant (Attention: F(1,19) = 38.447, P < .001; 305 
η
2
= .669). ERPs to the attended condition were more negative compared to the unattended 306 
condition (mean attended: 2.891µV, SE = .700; mean unattended: 4.834µV, SE = .693, see 307 
Figure 3 A). Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 31.933, P < 308 
.001; η
2
= .627). ERPs revealed a more pronounced positivity to the threatening voices com-309 
pared to all other prosodies (mean threatening: 4.88µV, SE = .717; mean neutral: 3.58µV, SE 310 
= .659; mean fearful: 2.922µV, SE = .687; mean happy: 4.067µV, SE = .698, P < .001, see 311 
Figure 3B). Additionally, ERPs to fearful voices were more negative compared to all other 312 
voices (all Ps < .006). The interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was not signifi-313 
cant (F(3,57) = .461, P = .684).  314 
 315 
Time Window: 260-350 ms 316 
M4 317 
The ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion and Group on mean ERP 318 
amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention (Attention: F(1,19) = 67.967, P < .001; η
2
= 319 
.782). ERPs of the attended condition were more negative compared to ERPs of the unattend-320 
ed condition (mean attended: -.144µV, SE = .651; mean unattended: 2.210 µV, SE = .629, 321 
see Figure 3A). Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 23.257, P 322 
< .001; η
2
= .550). ERPs revealed a more pronounced positivity to the happy voices compared 323 
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mean fearful: .280µV, SE = .660; mean threatening: 1.049µV, SE = .667, P < .001, see Figure 325 
3B). Additionally, ERPs to threatening voices revealed a more pronounced positivity com-326 
pared to fearful voices (P =.021). The interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was 327 
not significant (F(3,57) = .585, P = .594).  328 
 329 
Time Window: 110-150 ms  330 
Electrode M7 (Pz) 331 
The overall ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion and Group on mean 332 
ERP amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention (F(1,19) = 31.248, P < .001, η
2
= . 0.622) 333 
with a more pronounced negativity in the attended compared to unattended condition (mean 334 
attended: -2.596 µV, SE = .233; mean unattended: -2.089 µV, SE = .203; see Figure 3 D).  335 
Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 11.758, P < .001,  η
2
 = . 336 
382) with a more pronounced negativity in the neutral condition compared to the threatening 337 
and happy condition (mean neutral: -2.841 µV, SE = .273; mean happy: -1.945 µV, SE= .185; 338 
mean threatening: -2.286 µV, SE= .249; mean fearful: -2.299 µV, SE= .217; all Ps <.006; see 339 
Figure 3 E). Moreover, ERPs recorded to happy voices revealed a less pronounced negativity 340 
compared to fearful and neutral voices (all Ps < .006). The main effect of Group was not sig-341 
nificant (F(1,19) = 2.789, P = .111, η
2
 = . 128). 342 
Importantly, the interaction between the factors Emotion, Attention and Group was 343 
significant (F(3,57) = 2.975, P = .048, η
2
= .135).  344 
In the congenitally blind individuals, we observed no significant Emotion by Attention 345 
interaction (F(3,21) = .895, P = .424, η
2
= .113). However, this interaction was significant in 346 
sighted controls (F(3,36) = 4.066, P = .018, η
2
= .253). Subordinate ANOVAs confirmed that 347 
the effect of Emotion was significant at both the attended and unattended location but the 348 
higher F value for the attended condition (F(3,36) = 10.109, P < .001, η
2 
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attended condition (F(3,36) = 5.956, P = .004, η
2
 = .332) suggests a stronger Emotion effect 350 
at the attended location (see Figure 5). Post hoc t-tests showed a difference between ERPs of 351 
the attended and unattended condition only for the fearful and threatening voices (fearful 352 
condition attended versus unattended: t(12) = 3.708, P = .003, mean attended = -2.51 mV, SE: 353 
.22, mean unattended = -1.67mV, SE: 1.07; threatening condition attended versus unattended: 354 
t(12) = 2.875, P = .014, mean attended = -2.10 mV, SE: .31, unattended = -1.42 mV, SE: .25;  355 
all other P’s > .36, see Figure 4 C,D).  356 
 357 
INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE 358 
 359 
Correlation between behavioral performance and auditory N1  360 
 361 
Electrode M7 362 
 363 
Similarly to M4, we correlated mean N1 amplitudes and the behavioral performance 364 
(IE scores and d’). Neither of the effects reached significance (Blind individuals: IE scores: r 365 
= -.199, P = .637; Blind individuals d’: r = -.147, P = .729; Sighted Controls: IE scores: r = 366 
.04, P = .896; Sighted Controls: d’: r = .055. P = .857). 367 
 368 
Time Window: 190-260 ms  369 
M7 370 
The overall ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion, and Group on mean 371 
ERP amplitudes  revealed a main effect of Attention (F(1,19) = 26.936, P < .001, η2= .586) 372 
with a more pronounced negativity to ERPs in the attended compared to unattended condition 373 
(mean attended: 2.89 µV, SE = .700; mean unattended: 4.83 µV, SE = .69; see Figure 3 D). 374 
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.438) with a more pronounced positivity to threatening voices compared to all other emotions 376 
(mean neutral: .788 µV, SE= .344; mean happy: mean = .947 µV, SE: .365, mean threatening: 377 
= 1.384 µV, SE = .395, mean fearful: mean = .317 µV, SE= .362, P < .039, see Figure 3 E). 378 
Moreover, ERPs to fearful voices were more negative compared to all other emotions (all Ps 379 
< .019). 380 
We also observed an interaction between the factors Attention*Group (F(1,19) = 381 
7.717, P = .012, η2 = .289) showing stronger differences between the attended and unattended 382 
condition in blind individuals compared to the sighted controls (blind individuals: mean 383 
attended: -.887 μV, SE = .469, mean unattended: 1.235 μV, SE = .178; t(7) = -4.009, P = 384 
.005; sighted controls: mean attended: 1.222 μV, SE = .597; mean unattended: 1.864 μV, SE 385 
= .489, t(12) = -2.418, P = .032; see also more posterior shift of the attention effect in the 386 
topographies in congenitally blind individuals, Figure 4 E,F). The interaction between 387 
Attention, Emotion and Group and the main effect of Group were not significant 388 
(Attention*Emotion*Group: F(3,57) = .334, P = .794; main effect of Group: F(1,19) = 3.763, 389 
P = .067). 390 
 391 
Time Window: 260-350 ms 392 
M7 393 
Similar to the first and the second time windows, a main effect of Attention and a 394 
main effect of Emotion were observed (main effect of Attention: F(1,19) = 6.841, P = .017, 395 
η
2
= .265; main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 15.718, P < .001, η
2
= .453, see Figures 3 D, E). 396 
ERPs to human voices presented at the attended location were more negative compared to 397 
human voices presented at the unattended location (mean attended: .162 µV, SE = .463, mean 398 
unattended: 1.149 µV, SE = .293, P < .001). ERPs to happy human voices revealed a more 399 
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mean happy: 1.276 μV SE = .312,  mean threatening: .68, SE = .341 μV, mean fearful: .223 401 
μV, SE = .405, P < .004).  402 
The interaction between the factors Attention and Group was significant (F(1,19) = 403 
6.36, P = .021, η
2
= .251). Separate ANOVAs run in each Group revealed a significant main 404 
effect of Attention in congenitally blind, but not in sighted controls (congenitally blind: F(1,7) 405 
= 13.596, P = .008, η
2
= .66; blind individuals: mean attended: -.287 µV, SE: .547; mean unat-406 
tended: 1.65 µV, SE: 465; sighted controls: F(1,12) = .005 P = .944, sighted controls mean 407 
attended: .612 µV, SE: 640; mean unattended: .647 µV, SE: 359).  408 
Finally, the interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was not significant  409 
(interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group: F(3,57) = .878, P = .443). 410 
Note also that the critical 4-way interaction of Attention (attended versus unattended),  411 
Emotion (neutral, happy, threatening, fearful), Electrode (M4, M7) and Group (congenitally  412 
blind versus sighted controls) on mean ERP amplitudes was significant in the first time window  413 
only (F(3,57) = 6.258, P = .003, η2= .248, for all other time windows: P > .7). Confirming the  414 
similarity across the two electrodes, the 4-way interaction was not significant for the second and third 415 
time windows (see Table 2).  416 
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3. Discussion  425 
 The goal of the present study was to understand whether spatial selective attention is 426 
necessary for processing of affective prosodies after visual deprivation from birth. Therefore, 427 
we aimed at identifying the time course and underlying processing stages that differ in con-428 
genitally blind adults compared to sighted controls and that potentially provide enhanced au-429 
ditory emotional processing capacities. Moreover, we tried to understand if, similar to sighted 430 
controls, congenitally blind individuals suppress irrelevant fearful voices and attend to rele-431 
vant fearful human voices at the attended location during early processing stages (auditory 432 
N1; see Gädeke et al., 2013). This effect was demonstrated by a more pronounced negativity 433 
to attended relative to unattended fearful human voices in sighted controls (see Gädeke et al., 434 
2013). Finally, we analyzed whether the group differences in orienting spatial selective atten-435 
tion to different emotional voices are distributed at posterior electrodes (Amadeo et al., 2019; 436 
Föcker et al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: Leclerc et al., 2000).  437 
For this purpose, an auditory oddball paradigm was run in which participants had to de-438 
tect rare deviant syllables at the attended location and ignore deviant syllables at the unat-439 
tended location as well as all standard syllables at both locations. We observed that congeni-440 
tally blind individuals were more efficient compared to sighted controls in detecting deviant 441 
syllables at the attended spatial location. Those group effects cannot be due to gender or age 442 
differences as both groups did not differ in this respect. This result pattern contributes to a 443 
large range of studies reporting superior auditory skills in the blind, such as pitch discrimina-444 
tion and auditory spectral cues (Doucet et al., 2005; Gougoux et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2010), 445 
human echolocation (Schenkman & Nilsson, 2010), auditory language processing (Röder et 446 
al., 2003; Schild & Friedrich, 2018), auditory memory (Amedi et al., 2003; Rokem & 447 
Ahissar, 2009), auditory spatial selective attention (Hugdahl et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1995; 448 
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(Klinge et al., 2020). Particularly, those results confirm findings of enhanced auditory spatial 450 
selective attention in blind individuals (demonstrated in higher d primes) and point to the fact 451 
that blind individuals might not be distracted by the emotional valence of the voices when 452 
attending to a specific spatial location (Hugdahl et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1995; 1997; 453 
Lessard et al., 1998; Röder et al., 1999a,b).  454 
 455 
Early perceptual processing 456 
Consistently with previous studies in this area, we found an enhanced N1 amplitude in 457 
blind individuals compared to sighted controls (Amadeo et al., 2019; Doucet et al., 2005; 458 
Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 1999a). This group difference in the N1 mirrors facilitated 459 
behavioral performance in congenitally blind individuals. It might be speculated, that an 460 
improved representation of auditory perceptual features (as measured via N1) contributes to 461 
more efficient task processing at the attended location in blind participants. Other studies 462 
have argued that there is a more efficient perceptual encoding in the blind as reflected in 463 
shorter N1 latencies and shorter recovery periods of auditory ERPs (Elbert et al., 2020; Röder 464 
et al., 1996).   465 
On the other hand, four out of 13 blind participants were excluded in the current exper-466 
iment from data analysis because they were not able to perceptually discriminate the two fe-467 
male vocal identities, which has been set as a test of basic hearing abilities and was used crite-468 
ria to be included in data analysis (see Gädeke et al., 2013; Bull et al., 1983; see Föcker et al., 469 
2012; Hölig et al., 2014 a, 2014 b; for a better voice identification performance in congenital-470 
ly blind compared to sighted controls). Some studies did report impaired performance on au-471 
ditory tasks in blind individuals (Cappagli & Gori 2016; Finocchietti et al. 2015; Gori et al. 472 
2014; Menard et al. 2015; Voss, 2016), while the others found no difference from sighted 473 
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reported in auditory tasks in blind individuals may be due to different task requirements (e.g. 475 
voice identification versus detecting target syllables in the current experiment; see also King, 476 
2014; de Borst & de Gelder, 2019, p.2860) or different training protocols (see Föcker et al., 477 
2012). 478 
In the time range of the auditory N1, we observed a main effect of Attention in blind in-479 
dividuals: similar to sighted controls, congenitally blind individuals showed a difference be-480 
tween attended and unattended fearful voices. However, this effect was not specifically tight 481 
to negative human voices such as fear or threat as in sighted controls (see Gädeke et al., 2013 482 
for a further discussion for sighted controls). Thus, while attention effects for most of the 483 
emotional voices were observed relatively late in sighted individuals (> 150 ms), the main 484 
effect of spatial attention to emotional stimuli was already established in blind individuals and 485 
quite similar across all emotions including happy, fearful, neutral and threatening. Spatial 486 
selective attention might act as a mechanism that allows processing of emotions at the attend-487 
ed location and suppressing irrelevant information at the unattended location. It might be ar-488 
gued that congenitally blind individuals have an “improved and more efficient” spatial filter 489 
system in order to process and distinguish relevant from irrelevant information irrespective of 490 
the type of emotion.  491 
We argue that the emotional valence of auditory stimuli might be partially extracted au-492 
tomatically (in the absence of at least spatial attention) in the congenitally blind. This is 493 
shown by the main effect of Emotion in congenitally blind individuals, which suggests that 494 
emotions are processed in the attended and the unattended channel in a similar way. This cor-495 
responds to findings reported by Klinge et al. (2010a) in congenitally blind individuals: In 496 
this study, congenitally blind participants and sighted controls had to discriminate either the 497 
emotional prosody (happy, threatening, neutral, fearful: emotion discrimination task) or the 498 
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ity was recorded (Klinge et al., 2010a). As a result, blind individuals showed higher profi-500 
ciency in discriminating voice prosodies, they were faster in emotion discrimination com-501 
pared to sighted controls and showed higher activation in occipital cortex to all emotional 502 
vocal stimuli (Klinge et al., 2010a). This group of participants also showed higher amygdala 503 
activation in response to threatening and fearful compared to neutral voices. Moreover, 504 
amygdala activation was observed irrespective of the underlying task (emotion versus vowel 505 
discrimination task), indicating that this activation is not related to explicit emotion detection, 506 
but is rather automatically driven by the emotional valence of the stimulus.  507 
It has to be noticed that quite long inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) were applied in the 508 
current experiment and it is well known that N1 attention effects are elicited if short ISIs are 509 
employed (see also Gädeke et al., 2013 for a similar discussion). Of course, we cannot exlude 510 
the fact that participants might have additional resources left over to attend to the other (i.e., 511 
task-irrelevant) loudspeaker. However, we argue that this is unlikely. Spatial selective 512 
attention effects were already established in the first time window, especially in the 513 
congenitally blind individuals to all emotions, which suggest specific enhancement of the 514 
processing of vocal stimuli by spatial attention even when long ISIs are applied. Nevertheless, 515 
future studies could examine this idea more explicitly by additonally taxing participants’ 516 
attentional resources and testing whether participants would still be able to show emotion-517 
specific processing at the unattended spatial locations. 518 
Interestingly, ERPs were modulated by emotional valence in both sighted controls and 519 
congenitally blind individuals in a similar way in the time range of the auditory N1, suggest-520 
ing that emotions itself are similarly processed in both groups. ERPs showed a more pro-521 
nounced negativity to neutral voices compared to threatening, happy or fearful human voices 522 
for both groups. This is in line with previous studies (Liu et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 2013) 523 
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enhanced N1 amplitudes to neutral voices might reflect improved voice detection of neutral 525 
stimuli another indication that enhanced amplitudes mirror better task performance. 526 
 527 
Later processing stages 528 
In the second time window (190-260 ms), we observed that both, congenitally blind 529 
and sighted controls showed a main effect of Attention and a main effect of Emotion (without 530 
any interactions). However, the difference in ERPs to the attended versus unattended condi-531 
tion was much stronger in congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls. Inter-532 
estingly, unlike congenitally blind individuals, sighted controls did not show any attention 533 
effect in the time window 260-350 ms at the posterior electrode M7, suggesting a more sus-534 
tained attention effect over time in the blind compared to sighted controls especially at poste-535 
rior electrodes. This is also shown by the more posterior topographical distribution of the at-536 
tention effect in congenitally blind compared to sighted controls which might point to a reor-537 
ganization of the voice processing system in congenitally blind individuals. These more pos-538 
terior topographies of auditory evoked potentials have been also shown in other studies 539 
(Amadeo et al., 2019: Auditory-evoked Contralateral Occipital Positivity (ACOP); Föcker et 540 
al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Leclerc et al., 2000; Röder et al., 1999a). Therefore, we argue 541 
that attention was not necessary to process emotional valence of the voices at these later time 542 
windows in both sighted and congenitally blind individuals. However, spatial selective atten-543 
tion – even at this late processing stage – is much more enhanced in blind individuals com-544 
pared to sighted controls. 545 
 546 
Neural reorganization of the emotional voice processing system 547 
It has been suggested that an intramodal reorganization in blind individuals might con-548 
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instance, brain imaging studies reported cortical reorganization of the auditory cortex as a 550 
neural mechanism to understand the shorter auditory N1 latencies (Elbert et al., 2002; Stevens 551 
& Weaver, 2009).  Besides changes within unisensory brain areas (also called intramodal 552 
plasticity in auditory brain structure, Röder & Neville, 2003), other studies observed neural 553 
plastic changes in multisensory regions (De Volder et al., 1997; Röder et al., 1999a), includ-554 
ing the functional connections between auditory and visual brain areas (Bavelier & Neville, 555 
2002; Klinge et al., 2010b) and additional recruitment of visual cortices during auditory pro-556 
cessing (crossmodal plasticity, Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010; Fairhall et al., 2017) which 557 
has been suggested to facilitate performance of the blind including voice processing 558 
(Gougoux et al., 2009). For instance, Gougoux and coauthors (2009) have shown higher voice 559 
specific activation in the left superior temporal sulcus (STS) in congenitally blind individuals 560 
compared to sighted controls (Gougoux et al., 2009). This increased recruitment of the STS 561 
was correlated with their performance in a voice discrimination task (Gougoux et al., 2009). 562 
Thus, it might be speculated that visual deprivation from birth leads to a reorganization of the 563 
multisensory zone in the STS.  564 
Several other brain imaging studies have shown a crossmodal reorganization in human 565 
voice processing tasks, such as a higher activation in the right fusiform gyrus in congenitally 566 
blind and even late blind individuals when asked to indicate the age of a voice (see Hölig et 567 
al., 2014a, 2014b). This activation has been even observed when onset of blindness starts later 568 
in life suggesting that neural reorganization can also be observed in the more mature human 569 
brain (Hölig et al., 2014b). Klinge et al. (2010a) observed an enhanced performance of the 570 
congenitally blind in auditory discrimination tasks that was paralleled by occipital cortex ac-571 
tivation, which was absent in the sighted controls. Even though further studies are needed to 572 
understand the exact location of neural plastic reorganization in the current task, we assume 573 
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task in congenitally blind individuals. This assumption is based on the fact, that attention ef-575 
fects, even at later processing stages are observed at more posterior electrodes which is usual-576 
ly atypical for auditory ERPs.  577 
 578 
3.1. Conclusion 579 
These results provide evidence for enhanced auditory spatial selective attention irrespective 580 
of the emotional valence in the absence of vision from birth and point to a reorganization of 581 
the auditory voice processing system following congenital blindness. 582 
 583 
4. Experimental Procedure 584 
4.1. Participants 585 
Thirteen congenitally blind individuals participated in the experiment. This sample size was based 586 
on a highly relevant previous work in this area (e.g., Gädeke et al., 2013 who included 13 sighted 587 
controls in the same paradigm; see also Röder et al., 2007). Five participants had to be excluded 588 
from data analysis due to the following reasons: (1) four participants had to be excluded due to 589 
very low performance in discriminating human voices (d prime < .04) see also Gädeke et al., 2013 590 
for a similar approach), (2) one participant had too many artifacts in the EEG data recordings (less 591 
than 40 % of trials remaining). The final sample consisted of eight congenitally blind individuals 592 
(mean age: 26 years, age range: 23-29 years, four female). Please note that comparable sample 593 
sizes of blind individuals (N = 8) have been reported in previous studies e.g., de Borst & de 594 
Gelder, (2005); Easton et al., (1998); Föcker et al., (2015); Hampson & Duffy, (1984); Matteau et 595 
al., (2010); Röder et al., (1999a; 2007); Szucs & Csepe, 2005; Vercillo, Burr, & Gori, (2016). Six 596 
participants were students at the University of Marburg, Germany, one participant was a 597 
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All blind participants were totally blind or did not have more than rudimentary sensitivity for 599 
brightness differences without any pattern vision. In all cases, blindness was due to peripheral def-600 
icits. More specifically, blindness was due to the following reasons: retinopathia pigmentosa (N = 601 
3), retina degeneration (N=2), too high levels of oxygen in the incubator (N=1). For two partici-602 
pants, the reasons for blindness (peripheral defect) were unknown (N = 2). All participants were 603 
German native speakers and reported normal hearing and no history of neurological illness. Eight 604 
blind participants were compared with 13 sighted controls (mean age: 23 years, age range: 20—28 605 
years, seven females; see Gädeke et al., 2013). Congenitally blind individuals and sighted controls 606 
did not differ in gender or age (gender distribution blind individuals: 4 females and 4 males; sight-607 
ed controls:7 females, 6 males; χ2 = .0294, P = .864; mean age blind individuals: 26 years, SD = 608 
2.43 years; mean age sighted controls: 23 years, SD = 2.61 years, t(19) = 1.60, P >.05). Sighted 609 
participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. All participants were blindfolded throughout 610 
the experiment.  611 
           All participants were recruited from the local community or towns near the city of Marburg 612 
and received monetary compensation for their participation. Written informed consent was given 613 
by each participant prior to the beginning of the experiment. This study was in accordance with the 614 
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics committee of the medical association of Mar-615 
burg.  616 
4.2.  Stimulus Material 617 
 The stimulus material, training and experimental procedure were identical to the procedure 618 
reported in Gädeke et al. (2013). The stimulus material has been rated by a separate group of 24 619 
University students (see Gädeke et al., 2013). Nine disyllable pseudo-words spoken by two ac-620 
tresses in four emotional prosodies (neutral, happy, threatening and fearful) were selected for the 621 
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syllables were classified as deviant stimuli (such as fefi), while the remaining six vocal stimuli 623 
with the same two syllables belonged to the standard stimuli (such as fefe). Deviant syllables pre-624 
sented at the attended location (for instance right loudspeaker) are called targets throughout the 625 
manuscript. Mean stimulus duration for neutral human voices was 632 ms, SE = 35, for happy 626 
human voices 575 ms, SE = 57, for threatening human voices 602 ms, SE = 56 and for fearful hu-627 
man voices 518 ms, SE = 44. We run the Kruskal Wallis test (see Zinchenko et al., 2015 for com-628 
parable procedures) in order to compare the stimulus duration of the targets and standards. Results 629 
show that the duration between different emotional stimuli does not significantly differ from each 630 
other (targets: χ2 = 6, P > 0.1; standards: χ2 = 3.66, P > .2, df = 3). The characteristics of the stimu-631 
lus material (duration, pitch, intensity, valence, intensity and dominance ratings) are reported in 632 
tables 3 and 4. Pitch was calculated using the Praat phonetics software package (Boersma & 633 
Weenink, 2012) developed for Phonetic or Phonological research. Praat uses an autocorrelation 634 
method for pitch analysis based on a robust algorithm for periodicity detection, that has been opti-635 
mised for speech analysis, proposed by Boersma (2001). For further information see 636 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Sound__To_Pitch__ac____.html 637 
INSERT TABLE 3 638 
 639 
INSERT TABLE 4 640 
 641 
 642 
4.3.  Procedure 643 
4.3.1. Experiment 644 
Two loudspeakers were positioned in front of the participant at a distance of 1.4 m, one 45 degrees 645 
to the left and one 45 degrees to the right of the participant. All stimuli were presented with an 646 
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between the onset of the presentation of any two successive voices (i.e., stimulus onset asynchro-648 
nies: SOA) varied between 1300 ms to 1700 ms (see Figure 1).  649 
 650 
INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE 651 
 652 
Participants’ task was to attend to stimuli which were presented at one of two spatial positions (left 653 
or right speaker) spoken by one of the two female speakers. Whenever participants detected one of 654 
the deviant stimuli spoken by the attended voice and presented at the attended position (i.e., tar-655 
gets), participants had to lift the right or left index finger out of a light gate. After half of the trials, 656 
the response hand was switched (from left to right index finger or vice versa). Emotional prosody 657 
of the syllables was task-irrelevant. In total there were four experimental conditions (attend voice I 658 
versus attend voice II and attend left vs. attend right loudspeaker).
1
 The experiment consisted of 16 659 
blocks; each block lasted six to seven minutes.  The following four experimental conditions were 660 
presented: condition 1: attend left speaker, attend voice 1; condition 2: attend right speaker, attend 661 
voice 1; condition 3: attend left speaker, attend voice 2, condition 4: attend right speaker, attend 662 
voice 2. (p.22). A block comprised 192 standard stimuli (80%) and 48 deviant stimuli (20%), 24 of 663 
which were targets (5 %). Every two blocks participants were instructed to attend to the other loca-664 
tion (e.g., from left to right). Only spatial attention effects with regards to the different emotional 665 
prosodies were analyzed.  666 
           All participants were blindfolded throughout the experiment and a chin rest was used to 667 
restrict head movements. Moreover, participants were instructed to avoid excessive blinking dur-668 
                                                 
1
 “Originally, the main experiment comprised an additional orthogonally manipulated factor (Gaedeke et al., 2013). Partici-
pants had to selectively attend to one voice only. However, the voices of two female actors were too similar and participants 
did not manage to distinguish between them. Even after excluding participants (N = 4) with very low performance in dis-
criminating the voices (d’ < .04), mean d’ was low (d’ = .67, SE = .08) (see Gaedeke et al., 2013).  In the current experiment, 
we applied the same criteria to congenitally blind indi-viduals and sighted controls, in order to guarantee that there were no 
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ing the blocks. The EEG experiment without any breaks took approximately 1.5 hours. The whole 669 
experimental session including breaks, practice and the electrode preparation and removal, lasted 670 
between 5 and 6 hours. 671 
 672 
4.3.2. Training 673 
           In order to familiarize participants with all voice stimuli and experimental procedure, partic-674 
ipants had to take part in a training session, one or two days prior to the actual experiment. They 675 
were asked to discriminate the voices of the two and the experimental procedure. We did not ana-676 
lyze the factor voice in the current experiment. Participants who were not able to distinguish the 677 
two actors were excluded from data analysis (criterion d-prime = 0.04). Further details of the train-678 
ing are provided in Gädeke et al. (2013).  679 
4.4.    ERP data  680 
The data acquisition and EEG recording was identical to Gädeke et al. (2013). For the EEG record-681 
ing 61 Ag/AgCl electrodes were used, mounted equidistantly in an elastic cap (Falk Minow Ser-682 
vices, Munich). A bipolar horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) recording was obtained by attach-683 
ing two electrodes to the outer canthi of the eyes, and the vertical EOG (VEOG) was monitored by 684 
placing an electrode under the right eye against the common reference. The right earlobe electrode 685 
was used as reference electrode during recording, but offline all channels were re-referenced to the 686 
averaged left and right earlobe references. The ground electrode was placed on a position at the 687 
middle of the forehead (below Fpz). 688 
Participant’s skin was prepared by using Every (Meditec SRI, Negernbotel) and alcohol. 689 
Electrogel (Electrocap International, Ohio, USA) served as the electrolyte for all electrodes. Im-690 
pedances were kept below 5 kΩ for scalp recordings and below 10 kΩ for EOG recordings. Signal 691 
amplification was made possible by using two SynAmps-amplifiers (NeuroScan, Inc. Sterling, 692 
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For the ERP analysis, the EEG was averaged for time epoch -100 ms (pre-stimulus) to 1000 ms 694 
(post- stimulus), for each participant and condition. The prestimulus interval was defined as base-695 
line. Only segments following standard stimuli were analyzed, while segments with responses to 696 
standard stimuli were discarded. Segments containing eye movements artifacts, defined as a larger 697 
difference of 120 μV between two sample points within a segment of the vertical or horizontal 698 
EOG or M_1 electrode, were not included in the analysis. Segments containing muscle activity 699 
artifacts (voltage channel differences of more than 160 μV between two adjacent sample points) as 700 
well as amplifier saturation (maximal voltage difference less than 0.5 μV over a time epoch of at 701 
least 100 ms) were eliminated prior to averaging. Participants with a rejection rate of higher than 702 
40% of the epochs were discarded (see Gädeke et al., 2013 for a comparable data analysis ap-703 
proach). For ERP analysis, we used a 2 (groups: blind, control) * 4 (emotions: neutral, happy, fear-704 
ful, threatening) * 2 (attention: attended, unattended) * 2 (electrodes: M4, M7) repeated measures 705 
design. The rationale behind choosing two midline electrodes M4 and M7 is that no mid-line elec-706 
trode has been included in the electrode clusters. Please note that the analysis including electrode 707 
clusters is now reported in the supplement. The central electrode M4 has been chosen as auditory 708 
vertex potentials are known to be maximal in amplitude at central scalp electrodes (see also Figure 709 
1). Moreover, M4 has been investigated in Gädeke et al., 2013 in sighted individuals. Electrode 710 
M7 has been selected as this is a more posterior electrode (corresponding to the Pz electrode of the 711 
10-20 system). Research in blind individuals has shown that the auditory N1 recorded at posterior 712 
electrodes is modulated differently in congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls 713 
(Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: 714 
Leclerc et al., 2000). Statistical analysis of mean amplitudes was performed for the following three 715 
time epochs (same time windows as for the cluster analysis): first time window (110–150 ms), 716 
second time window (190–260 ms), and third time window (260–350 ms) and are reported below. 717 
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error, the Bonferroni-correction was applied in case of violation of sphericity assumptions for be-719 
havioral and EEG data.  720 
The bootstrapping analysis with replacement was conducted with R (R Core Team 2018; version 721 
3.6.1).  722 
  4.5. Behavioral Data 723 
D-prime was calculated in order to estimate the performance accuracy for discriminat-724 
ing the positions as a function of emotional prosody: d’ = z(p(hit)) − z(p(FA)) (Green & 725 
Swets, 1966). The hit rate was defined as the number of correct responses to deviant stimuli 726 
presented at the attended position divided by the total number of deviants presented at the 727 
attended position. The false alarm rate (FA rate) was defined as the number of incorrect re-728 
sponses to deviant stimuli presented at the unattended position divided by the total number 729 
of deviants at the unattended position. Mean reaction times (RT) and percent correct (PC) 730 
were also calculated for each condition and participant. In order to account for potential 731 
speed-accuracy trade-offs, the Inverse Efficiency Scores (IES) were calculated for each con-732 
dition by dividing RT by PC (Townsend & Ashby, 1987; Spence et al., 2001). Trials with 733 
reaction times below 200 ms or exceeding 1700 ms were disregarded (see also Gädeke et al., 734 
2013 for a similar procedure).  735 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measurement factor Emotion (four levels: 736 
neutral, happy, threatening, and fearful) and the between subject factor Group (congenitally 737 
blind versus sighted controls) were run for the dependent variables d-prime (d’) and inverse 738 
efficiency scores (IEs). A main effect of Emotion was further analyzed with t-tests (two-739 
tailed) for dependent samples.  740 
Note also that we performed a bootstrapping analysis (with replacement) by randomly 741 
selecting 8 sighted controls and comparing them against 8 blind participants to account for 742 
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were largely comparable to our main analysis and are not reported in the main text (see sup-744 
plement for a more detailed description and results of this analysis).  745 
 746 
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Figure Legends: 775 
Figure 1 A-B. Experimental design (A). Pseudowords are presented at either the left or the right 776 
loudspeaker. Participants were asked to respond to targets (deviant syllables, example fefi) at the 777 
attended loudspeaker (Attend left or Attend right loudspeaker). In this case, the participant had 778 
to attend to the left loudspeaker and respond to deviant syllables (non-identical syllables) at the 779 
left side. All participants were blindfolded throughout the experiment. Experimental setup (B). 780 
Two loudspeakers were positioned in front of the participant at a distance of 1.4 m, one 45 de-781 
grees to the left and one 45 degrees to the right of the participant. All stimuli were presented 782 
with an equal probability and in randomized order from the left and right loudspeakers. 783 
 784 
Figure 2. Behavioral data (A-D). A) d-prime: Main effect of Emotion. Higher d-prime 785 
scores were observed to neutral human voices compared to happy, threatening and fearful 786 
human voices. D-prime for fearful human voices were higher compared to threatening and 787 
happy voices. B) Inverse Efficiency Scores: Main effect of Emotion. Inverse efficiency 788 
scores were significant lower in the neutral condition compared to the threatening condition. 789 
C) Main effect of Group. Congenitally blind individuals reached higher d-prime values com-790 
pared to sighted controls. D) Main effect of Group, with lower inverse efficiency scores in 791 
congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls.  792 
 793 
Figure 3. A-C. A) ERPs recorded to human voices presented at the attended (red dashed line) 794 
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to the different emotional prosodies (neutral = black, fearful = red, happy = dashed blue line, 796 
threatening = dotted green line) averaged across all participants. C) ERPs averaged separately 797 
across all participants in congenitally blind and sighted controls. ERPs are shown at the cen-798 
tral electrode M4 and the posterior electrode M7 (corresponds to Pz according to the 10-20 799 
system, see electrode montage). ERPs reveal a more pronounced negativity in congenitally 800 
blind individuals (dashed red line) compared to sighted controls. Selected time windows are 801 
shaded in grey. 802 
 803 
Figure 4. Difference waves (attended minus unattended) in sighted controls (upper row, left 804 
side, A) and congenitally blind (upper row, right side, B) separately for neutral (black line), 805 
fearful (blue line), threatening (green dotted line), and happy (red dashed line) human voices 806 
at central electrode M4 (A,B) and posterior electrode M7 (C,D, see electrode montage). The 807 
ERPs of the selected time window (N1 (110-150 ms) are zoomed in a higher resolution as 808 
shown in the orange circle. Lower Row: Topographical distribution of the attention effect 809 
(attended minus unattended) across all emotions separately for each time window (110-150 810 
ms, 190-260 ms, 260-350 ms) and separately for sighted controls (E) and congenitally blind 811 
(F). Selected time windows are shaded in grey. 812 
 813 
 814 
Figure 5: Mean amplitudes for spatial attended (red dashed line) and unattended locations 815 
(black solid line) in the time range of the N1 plotted as a function of emotions (fear, happy, 816 
neutral and threat) separately for congenitally blind (A,B) and sighted controls (C,D) at elec-817 
trodes M4 and M7  (** = P < .01, * = P < .05), bars represent standard errors of the mean. For 818 
congenitally blind individuals, the main effect of Attention is shown. For sighted controls, the 819 
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Abstract  27 
The question whether spatial selective attention is necessary in order to process vocal affec-28 
tive prosody has been controversially discussed in sighted individuals: whereas some studies 29 
argue that attention is required in order to process emotions, other studies conclude that vo-30 
cal prosody can be processed even outside the focus of spatial selective attention. Here, we 31 
asked whether spatial selective attention is necessary for the processing of affective proso-32 
dies after visual deprivation from birth. For this purpose, pseudowords were presented at the 33 
left or right loudspeaker and spoken in happy, neutral, fearful or threatening prosodies. Con-34 
genitally blind individuals (N = 8) and sighted controls (N=13) had to attend to one of the 35 
loudspeakers and detect rare pseudowords presented at the attended loudspeaker during EEG 36 
recording. Emotional prosody of the syllables was task-irrelevant. Blind individuals outper-37 
formed sighted controls by being more efficient in detecting deviant syllables at the attended 38 
loudspeaker. Higher auditory N1 amplitude was observed in blind individuals compared to 39 
sighted controls. Additionally, sighted controls showed enhanced attention-related ERP am-40 
plitudes in response to fearful and threatening voices during the time range of the N1. By 41 
contrast, blind individuals revealed enhanced ERP amplitudes in attended relative to unat-42 
tended locations irrespective of the affective valence in all time windows (110-350 ms). 43 
These effects were mainly observed at posterior electrodes. The results provide evidence for 44 
“emotion-general“ auditory spatial selective attention effects in congenitally blindness and 45 
provide further indirect support for the idea of reorganization of the voice processing brain 46 
system following visual deprivation from birth. 47 
 48 
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1. Introduction  51 
Human voices and vocalizations play an essential role in social interactions and communica-52 
tion as they allow us to not only process speech, but also to draw conclusions about other 53 
people’s affective state, age, gender and even a person’s body size (Lavan et al., 2019; 54 
Pisanski et al., 2017; Schweinberger et al., 2014; Skuk & Schweinberger, 2013; Zinchenko 55 
et al., 2015, 2017). Processing of human voices becomes particularly important in blind in-56 
dividuals as vocal features can be identified even from long distances. Some characteristics 57 
of human voice processing have been extensively studied in blind individuals, such as audi-58 
tory perceptual skills (Arnaud et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2014; Röder et al., 1999b); auditory 59 
memory (Amedi et al., 2003; Bull et al., 1983; Rokem & Ahissar, 2009), person identifica-60 
tion (Fairhall, et al. 2017; Föcker et al., 2012, 2015; Hölig et al., 2014a, 2014b), language 61 
(Röder et al., 2003; Schild & Friedrich, 2018), auditory localization and spatial selective 62 
attention (Amadeo et al., 2019; Doucet et al., 2005; Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 63 
1999a). Surprisingly, the nature of human affective voice processing undergoing neural plas-64 
tic reorganization after visual deprivation – and more importantly – the processing of emo-65 
tional features– are rather unknown so far (Fairhall et al. 2017; Klinge et al., 2010a).  66 
     One of the methods to study attention- and emotion-related processes is electroen-67 
cephalography (EEG), which is known for its high temporal resolution. In sighted individu-68 
als, it was shown that emotions can modulate auditory event-related potentials (ERPs) as 69 
early as 100 and 200 ms after stimulus onset (N1; P2) but also during later processing stages 70 
such as between 260-350 ms (see also Gädeke et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 71 
2013). For instance, ERP responses to emotional vocalizations differed from ERPs to neutral 72 
vocalizations at around 120 ms (Jessen & Kotz, 2011) and 150 ms poststimulus (Sauter & 73 
Eimer, 2010). Additionally, Pinheiro et al., (2013) observed an enhanced negativity to neu-74 
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terpreted as emotional evaluation of incoming sensory information (Kokinous et al., 2015). 76 
This implies that the processing of the affective quality of the signal happens very early dur-77 
ing sensory processing, possibly due to its high relevance for survival and social interac-78 
tions. To sum up, while electrophysiological correlates of emotional prosody processing are 79 
relatively well studied in sighted individuals, these processes are less understood in blind 80 
individuals. 81 
Interestingly, a growing number of studies have shown improved auditory localization 82 
skills in blind individuals using behavioral, electrophysiological and brain imaging studies 83 
(Collignon et al., 2006; Doucet et al., 2005; Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 2007, 1999). 84 
In some of those studies, blind and sighted participants attended to a sound source in space 85 
and detected rare target stimuli while ignoring more frequent auditory standards and other 86 
(task-irrelevant) rare deviant stimuli presented at the same or other loudspeakers (e.g., Röder 87 
et al., 1999a). As a result, the authors found that blind relative to sighted participants could 88 
localize spatial positions of targets significantly further away in the periphery (Röder et al., 89 
1999a). In line with these findings, Röder et al. (1999a) reported that blind relative to 90 
sighted participants showed a more pronounced ERP negativity (N1) in response to more 91 
peripheral sources of audio stimuli (see also Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 2012; Röder 92 
et al., 2007 for an enhanced auditory N1 in blind individuals).  93 
In a previous study, Röder et al. (2007) asked 8 congenitally blind individuals and 12 94 
sighted controls to attend either to the left or right loudspeaker at which auditory stimuli 95 
were presented and to concentrate either on a long or short time interval which separated the 96 
two auditory stimuli (S1 and S2) from each other. The authors examined the length of audio 97 
refractory period across the two groups. Refractory periods are defined as time periods dur-98 
ing which the cell is not able to generate further action potentials. Interestingly, congenitally 99 
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lus (S2), suggesting shorter auditory refractory periods in the blind compared to the sighted 101 
controls (Röder et al., 2007). This implies that blind participants had an advantage in the 102 
processing of auditory stimuli. Correspondingly, another study has shown that the auditory 103 
N1 recovered faster in the blind than in the sighted controls when the interstimulus interval 104 
between the two auditory stimuli was varied (Röder et al., 1999b). As the neural generators 105 
for the auditory N1 are thought to originate in the primary and secondary auditory cortices 106 
(Näätänen & Picton, 1987), an enhanced excitability of the auditory cortex might contribute 107 
to enhanced perceptual skills in the blind.  108 
To summarize, there is consistent evidence that blind individuals show generally more 109 
efficient processing of auditory information (Fine & Park, 2018; but see Collignon et al., 110 
2009, and Singh et al., 2018 for a further discussion). However, there is a lack of research on 111 
whether spatial selective attention is necessary in order to process affective prosodies after 112 
visual deprivation from birth. This question is of interest, as blind individuals rely much 113 
more on vocal cues and could potentially be more efficient in detecting emotional features, 114 
even outside the focus of spatial attention. By contrast, in the sighted population there is 115 
convincing evidence that emotions can be processed within and even outside of the focus of 116 
spatial selective attention (Grandjean et al., 2005; Holmes et al., 2003; Mothes-Lasch et al., 117 
2011; Pessoa et al., 2002; Pessoa & Ungerleider, 2004; Vuilleumier & Schwartz, 2001). In 118 
one pioneering study, Grandjean and coauthors (2005) examined whether processing of 119 
emotional prosody depends on selective attention to the voice. Participants listened to audi-120 
tory utterances pronounced with either threatening or neutral tone of voice in a dichotic lis-121 
tening task. Specifically, participants were asked to attend either to the left or right ear and 122 
identify the gender of a speaker at the target-ear and ignore the voices presented in the unat-123 
tended ear. Results showed that activations in response to threatening utterances in the mid-124 
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indicating that the brain could still detect emotional prosody from voices presented at the 126 
non-attended location (Grandjean et al., 2005). By contrast, other studies have challenged 127 
the “automaticity” hypothesis of emotional processing. For instance, Pessoa and colleagues 128 
(2002) indicated that especially under high load conditions, attention is necessary in order to 129 
process emotional features. Evidence for the hypothesis that spatial attention modulates the 130 
degree of emotional voice processing as a function of emotional valence was observed in an 131 
EEG experiment:  Auditory pseudowords (neutral, happy, threatening, and fearful) have 132 
been presented at two different loudspeakers and participants were asked to detect rare devi-133 
ant syllables (e.g. “giki”, “fefi”) at the attended location while ignoring all standard 134 
pseudowords presented at the same location and all deviants and standards at the non-135 
attended location (Gädeke et al., 2013). Emotional valence of the pseudowords was task-136 
irrelevant. As a result, the authors found more pronounced negativity in response to attended 137 
versus unattended voices specifically in the time range of the auditory N1 and especially for 138 
fearful voices. This implies that processing of emotional information modulates early but not 139 
later stages of information processing. Importantly, these authors also showed emotion-140 
specific brain activations at both attended and unattended locations in this early time-141 
window, suggesting that emotions can be processed even outside the focus of selective spa-142 
tial attention in sighted individuals.  143 
In order to investigate whether spatial selective attention is necessary to process emo-144 
tional prosody in blind individuals, we used the well-established paradigm outlined above 145 
(Gädeke et al., 2013) and applied it to congenitally blind individuals. In more detail, we used 146 
an auditory spatial attention paradigm in which participants were asked to detect rare 147 
bisyllabic pseudowords (e.g. “fefi”; “giki”, “nane”) at the attended loudspeaker and ignore 148 
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quently presented pseudowords (e.g. “baba”, “dede”, “fafa”) at both loudspeakers (see Fig-150 
ure 1).  151 
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 152 
 153 
Pseudoword were presented in four different emotions (neutral, happy, fearful and 154 
threatening). The emotion of the pseudowords was task-irrelevant. In sighted controls it has 155 
been shown that attention modulates the processing of emotional prosody at early perceptual 156 
processing stages by showing a more pronounced negativity to attended fearful voices com-157 
pared to unattended fearful voices. We asked (1) whether congenitally blind individuals 158 
would show the same attentional capture by negative stimuli (e.g. fearful) as sighted controls 159 
in the time range of the auditory N1 and whether there would be a main effect of Emotion 160 
and Attention in later time windows (>150ms) similar to sighted controls. We were also in-161 
terested (2) whether congenitally blind individuals outperform sighted controls in distin-162 
guishing targets (“giki”, “fefi”, “nane”) from more frequently presented standard voices (e.g. 163 
“baba”, “dede”, “fafa”) at the attended location and if so, (3) at which processing stages 164 
would congenitally blind individuals differ from sighted controls (early versus late). This 165 
question was motivated by previous work that compared different temporal processing stag-166 
es between congenitally blind individuals and sighted controls (Föcker et al., 2012, 2015; 167 
Röder et al., 1999). It was found that congenitally blind  relative to sighted controls show 168 
different patterns and topographical distributions of auditory event-related potentials, e.g., 169 
N1, N2b, mismatch negativity (MMN), Auditory-evoked Contralateral Occipital Positivity 170 
(ACOP) recorded at posterior electrodes (e.g., Pz), which was linked to cortical reorganiza-171 
tion of the auditory system in the blind (Alho et al., 1993; Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 172 
2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1992; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: Leclerc, Saint-173 
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electrodes (central versus posterior) differences in emotional processing are mostly pro-175 
nounced in congenitally blind and sighted controls.  176 
We hypothesized (1) that if emotions are processed outside the focus of spatial selec-177 
tive attention, we should observe emotion-related ERP modulations independently of the 178 
focus of spatial selective attention. That is, ERPs for fearful, threatening and happy voices 179 
should show different patterns of activity (i.e., amplitudes) relative to neutral voices within 180 
both attended and unattended conditions. However, if attention is required to process emo-181 
tional valence, we expected different modulations of ERPs with regards to emotional va-182 
lence for spatially attended and unattended stimuli similar to sighted controls in the time 183 
range of the auditory N1 to fearful human voices (Gädeke et al., 2013). In more detail, 184 
Gädeke and colleagues (2013) showed that sighted individuals revealed a more pronounced 185 
N1 negativity in response to attended relative to unattended fearful human voices, which 186 
might be an index of an enhanced suppression of spatially irrelevant human fearful voices 187 
and an enhanced capture of attention to fearful voices presented at the attended location. We 188 
did not expect any interaction between attention and emotion at later processing stages (see 189 
Gädeke et al., 2013). Regarding question (2), we hypothesized that blind individuals would 190 
be more efficient in processing human voices at the attended speaker compared to sighted 191 
controls (Klinge et al., 2010a). 192 
Similarly to previous studies (Röder et al., 1999a, 1999b; 2007) we expected more en-193 
hanced auditory N1 amplitudes in the congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted 194 
controls (3). Finally, (4) we expected to find group-specific differences between congenital-195 
ly blind and sighted controls at more posterior electrode sites as observed in previous re-196 
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2. Results 200 
In the following, results are presented including N = 8 congenitally blind individuals 201 
and N = 13 sighted controls. We first describe the behavioral results followed by the event-202 
related potential (ERP) results.  203 
 204 
2.1. Behavioral results 205 
For the behavioral results we report the ANOVA including the factors Emotion (hap-206 
py, neutral, fearful, threatening) and the between subject factor Group (congenitally blind 207 
individuals versus sighted controls) on d’prime and Inverse Efficiency scores (IE scores). IE 208 
scores combine both reaction times and correct responses (Townsend & Ashby, 1987; 209 
Spence et al., 2001) and have been used as we aimed to follow the same procedure as re-210 
ported in Gädeke et al., 2013. Percent correct (PC), mean reaction times (RT), d’prime as 211 
well as IE scores are reported in Table 1.  212 
 213 
 214 
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE 215 
 216 
 217 
2.1.1. D-prime scores 218 
As expected, blind individuals outperformed sighted controls in distinguishing targets 219 
from more frequently presented standards at the attended location (main effect of Group: 220 
F(1,19) = 19.557, P < .001, η² = .507, blind individuals: mean d’ =  2.7, SE = .113; sighted 221 
controls: mean d’ =  2.1, SE = .088, see Figure 2 C). Moreover, all participants could better 222 
detect targets at the attended location when spoken in a neutral prosody compared to happy, 223 
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.544, neutral =  3.089, SE = .154; threatening = 2.125, SE = .108; happy = 2.135, SE =   .057; 225 
fearful =   2.512, SE =   .095; all Ps < .001, see Figure 2 A). Furthermore, d-prime for fearful 226 
human voices were higher compared to threatening and happy voices (P < .007). The interac-227 
tion between Emotion and Group was not significant (F(3,57) = .85, P = .445). 228 
 229 
2.1.2. Inverse Efficiency (IE) scores 230 
Participants responded more efficiently in the neutral condition compared to the threat-231 
ening vocal prosody (main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 5.898, P = .008; η² = .237; mean neu-232 
tral = 1405 ms, SE=141; mean happy: 1639 ms, SE = 92; mean threatening: 1997 ms, SE = 233 
206, mean fearful: 1459 ms, SE = 93, P = .001; see Figure 2B). Moreover, blind individuals 234 
responded more efficiently to target voices compared to sighted controls (main effect of 235 
Group: F(1,19) = 8.093, P = .010, η² = .299; sighted controls: mean: 1922 ms, SE=128; blind 236 
individuals: mean: 1328 ms, SE=164, see Figure 2D). The interaction between Emotion and 237 
Group was not significant (F(3,57) = .165, P = .826). 238 
 239 
 240 
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE 241 
 242 
 243 
2.2. ERP results 244 
For the ERP analysis, we used a 2 (Group: congenitally blind, sighted control) * 4 (Emotion: 245 
neutral, happy, fearful, threatening) * 2 (Attention: attended, unattended) repeated measures analysis of 246 
variance. We first run an ANOVA at the central electrode M4 given that the auditory vertex potential is 247 
maximal in amplitude at this site. Based on our hypotheses that differences between congenitally blind 248 
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ANOVA at the posterior electrode M7 (corresponding to Pz). We finalized this result section by 250 
reporting the results of the four-way interaction between the factors Attention, Emotion, Electrode and 251 
Group. 252 
Figure 3 summarizes the ERPs recorded to human voices presented at the attended versus unat-253 
tended loudspeaker averaged across all participants (Figure 3 A, D), the ERPs averaged separately for 254 
each emotional condition (neutral, happy, threatening, fearful) across all participants (Figure 3 B, E), 255 
and the ERPs averaged separately in all congenitally blind and all sighted controls (Figure 3 C, F) at the 256 
central electrode M4 and the posterior electrode M7 (corresponding to electrode Pz of the 10-20 sys-257 
tem). Figure 4 shows the difference waves (attended minus unattended) as a function of emotional va-258 
lence (neutral, happy, threatening and fearful) and the topographical distribution of the attention effect 259 
(E,F) for the three time windows separately for congenitally blind (B, D) and sighted controls (A, C) at 260 
electrode M4 and M7). Figure 5 illustrates the mean amplitudes for spatial attended (red dashed line) 261 
and unattended locations (black solid line) in the time range of the N1 plotted as a function of emotions 262 
(fearful, happy, neutral and threatening) separately for congenitally blind (A,B) and sighted controls 263 
(C,D) at electrodes M4 and M7.  264 
To foresee the results, we observed significant main effects of Emotion and Attention in the ERP 265 
amplitudes of congenitally blind individuals across all time windows. By contrast, in sighted controls, 266 
the interaction between Attention and Emotion with mean ERP amplitudes as dependent measurement 267 
was significant in the first time window, but not in the second or third time windows.  268 
 269 
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE 270 
 271 
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Time Window: 110-150 ms  275 
Electrode M4 276 
The ANOVA including the factors Emotion, Attention and Group on mean ERP 277 
amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention and a main effect of Emotion (main effect of 278 
Attention: F(1,19) = 21.855, P < .001, η
2
= .535; main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 20.648, P 279 
< .001, η
2
= .521). ERPs were more negative to attended compared to unattended human voic-280 
es (mean attended: -3.202 µV, SE = .425; mean unattended: -2.598 µV, SE = .380, see Figure 281 
3 A). Moreover, ERPs to neutral prosodies revealed a more pronounced negativity compared 282 
to all other emotions (mean neutral: - 3.578 µV, SE = .408, mean happy: -2.151µV, SE = 283 
.357; mean threatening: -2.892µV, SE = .473, mean fearful: -2.98µV, SE = .407, see Figure 3 284 
B). Additionally, ERPs recorded to happy voices revealed a less pronounced negativity com-285 
pared to all other voices (all Ps < .012). The main effect of Group was significant (F(1,19) = 286 
5.013, P = .037, η2= .209, see Figure 3 C). The auditory N1 amplitude was more negative in 287 
congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls (congenitally blind: mean: -3.791 288 
µV, SE = .626; sighted controls: mean: -2.009 µV, SE = .491).  289 
The interaction between Emotion*Attention*Group was not significant (F(3,57) = 290 
1.153, P = .331). 291 
 292 
Correlation between behavioral performance and auditory N1 293 
Electrode M4 294 
In order to investigate, whether higher auditory N1 amplitudes were associated with 295 
improved performance in congenitally blind individuals but not in the sighted controls, we 296 
calculated the correlations between mean amplitudes of the auditory N1 and the behavioral 297 
performance (IE scores and d’). The correlations between the auditory N1 and IE scores and 298 
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= -.195, P = .643; Blind individuals d prime: r = .230, P = .584; Sighted Controls: IE scores: r 300 
= -.009, P = .977; Sighted Controls: d prime: r = .258. P = .396). 301 
 302 
Time Window: 190-260 ms 303 
Electrode M4 304 
The main effect of Attention was significant (Attention: F(1,19) = 38.447, P < .001; 305 
η
2
= .669). ERPs to the attended condition were more negative compared to the unattended 306 
condition (mean attended: 2.891µV, SE = .700; mean unattended: 4.834µV, SE = .693, see 307 
Figure 3 A). Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 31.933, P < 308 
.001; η
2
= .627). ERPs revealed a more pronounced positivity to the threatening voices com-309 
pared to all other prosodies (mean threatening: 4.88µV, SE = .717; mean neutral: 3.58µV, SE 310 
= .659; mean fearful: 2.922µV, SE = .687; mean happy: 4.067µV, SE = .698, P < .001, see 311 
Figure 3B). Additionally, ERPs to fearful voices were more negative compared to all other 312 
voices (all Ps < .006). The interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was not signifi-313 
cant (F(3,57) = .461, P = .684).  314 
 315 
Time Window: 260-350 ms 316 
M4 317 
The ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion and Group on mean ERP 318 
amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention (Attention: F(1,19) = 67.967, P < .001; η
2
= 319 
.782). ERPs of the attended condition were more negative compared to ERPs of the unattend-320 
ed condition (mean attended: -.144µV, SE = .651; mean unattended: 2.210 µV, SE = .629, 321 
see Figure 3A). Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 23.257, P 322 
< .001; η
2
= .550). ERPs revealed a more pronounced positivity to the happy voices compared 323 
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mean fearful: .280µV, SE = .660; mean threatening: 1.049µV, SE = .667, P < .001, see Figure 325 
3B). Additionally, ERPs to threatening voices revealed a more pronounced positivity com-326 
pared to fearful voices (P =.021). The interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was 327 
not significant (F(3,57) = .585, P = .594).  328 
 329 
Time Window: 110-150 ms  330 
Electrode M7 (Pz) 331 
The overall ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion and Group on mean 332 
ERP amplitudes revealed a main effect of Attention (F(1,19) = 31.248, P < .001, η
2
= . 0.622) 333 
with a more pronounced negativity in the attended compared to unattended condition (mean 334 
attended: -2.596 µV, SE = .233; mean unattended: -2.089 µV, SE = .203; see Figure 3 D).  335 
Additionally, the main effect of Emotion was significant (F(3,57) = 11.758, P < .001,  η
2
 = . 336 
382) with a more pronounced negativity in the neutral condition compared to the threatening 337 
and happy condition (mean neutral: -2.841 µV, SE = .273; mean happy: -1.945 µV, SE= .185; 338 
mean threatening: -2.286 µV, SE= .249; mean fearful: -2.299 µV, SE= .217; all Ps <.006; see 339 
Figure 3 E). Moreover, ERPs recorded to happy voices revealed a less pronounced negativity 340 
compared to fearful and neutral voices (all Ps < .006). The main effect of Group was not sig-341 
nificant (F(1,19) = 2.789, P = .111, η
2
 = . 128). 342 
Importantly, the interaction between the factors Emotion, Attention and Group was 343 
significant (F(3,57) = 2.975, P = .048, η
2
= .135).  344 
In the congenitally blind individuals, we observed no significant Emotion by Attention 345 
interaction (F(3,21) = .895, P = .424, η
2
= .113). However, this interaction was significant in 346 
sighted controls (F(3,36) = 4.066, P = .018, η
2
= .253). Subordinate ANOVAs confirmed that 347 
the effect of Emotion was significant at both the attended and unattended location but the 348 
higher F value for the attended condition (F(3,36) = 10.109, P < .001, η
2 
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attended condition (F(3,36) = 5.956, P = .004, η
2
 = .332) suggests a stronger Emotion effect 350 
at the attended location (see Figure 5). Post hoc t-tests showed a difference between ERPs of 351 
the attended and unattended condition only for the fearful and threatening voices (fearful 352 
condition attended versus unattended: t(12) = 3.708, P = .003, mean attended = -2.51 mV, SE: 353 
.22, mean unattended = -1.67mV, SE: 1.07; threatening condition attended versus unattended: 354 
t(12) = 2.875, P = .014, mean attended = -2.10 mV, SE: .31, unattended = -1.42 mV, SE: .25;  355 
all other P’s > .36, see Figure 4 C,D).  356 
 357 
INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE 358 
 359 
Correlation between behavioral performance and auditory N1  360 
 361 
Electrode M7 362 
 363 
Similarly to M4, we correlated mean N1 amplitudes and the behavioral performance 364 
(IE scores and d’). Neither of the effects reached significance (Blind individuals: IE scores: r 365 
= -.199, P = .637; Blind individuals d’: r = -.147, P = .729; Sighted Controls: IE scores: r = 366 
.04, P = .896; Sighted Controls: d’: r = .055. P = .857). 367 
 368 
Time Window: 190-260 ms  369 
M7 370 
The overall ANOVA including the factors Attention, Emotion, and Group on mean 371 
ERP amplitudes  revealed a main effect of Attention (F(1,19) = 26.936, P < .001, η
2
= .586) 372 
with a more pronounced negativity to ERPs in the attended compared to unattended condition 373 
(mean attended: 2.89 µV, SE = .700; mean unattended: 4.83 µV, SE = .69; see Figure 3 D). 374 
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.438) with a more pronounced positivity to threatening voices compared to all other emotions 376 
(mean neutral: .788 µV, SE= .344; mean happy: mean = .947 µV, SE: .365, mean threatening: 377 
= 1.384 µV, SE = .395, mean fearful: mean = .317 µV, SE= .362, P < .039, see Figure 3 E). 378 
Moreover, ERPs to fearful voices were more negative compared to all other emotions (all Ps 379 
< .019). 380 
We also observed an interaction between the factors Attention*Group (F(1,19) = 381 
7.717, P = .012, η
2
 = .289) showing stronger differences between the attended and unattended 382 
condition in blind individuals compared to the sighted controls (blind individuals: mean 383 
attended: -.887 μV, SE = .469, mean unattended: 1.235 μV, SE = .178; t(7) = -4.009, P = 384 
.005; sighted controls: mean attended: 1.222 μV, SE = .597; mean unattended: 1.864 μV, SE 385 
= .489, t(12) = -2.418, P = .032; see also more posterior shift of the attention effect in the 386 
topographies in congenitally blind individuals, Figure 4 E,F). The interaction between 387 
Attention, Emotion and Group and the main effect of Group were not significant 388 
(Attention*Emotion*Group: F(3,57) = .334, P = .794; main effect of Group: F(1,19) = 3.763, 389 
P = .067). 390 
 391 
Time Window: 260-350 ms 392 
M7 393 
Similar to the first and the second time windows, a main effect of Attention and a 394 
main effect of Emotion were observed (main effect of Attention: F(1,19) = 6.841, P = .017, 395 
η
2
= .265; main effect of Emotion: F(3,57) = 15.718, P < .001, η
2
= .453, see Figures 3 D, E). 396 
ERPs to human voices presented at the attended location were more negative compared to 397 
human voices presented at the unattended location (mean attended: .162 µV, SE = .463, mean 398 
unattended: 1.149 µV, SE = .293, P < .001). ERPs to happy human voices revealed a more 399 
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mean happy: 1.276 μV SE = .312,  mean threatening: .68, SE = .341 μV, mean fearful: .223 401 
μV, SE = .405, P < .004).  402 
The interaction between the factors Attention and Group was significant (F(1,19) = 403 
6.36, P = .021, η
2
= .251). Separate ANOVAs run in each Group revealed a significant main 404 
effect of Attention in congenitally blind, but not in sighted controls (congenitally blind: F(1,7) 405 
= 13.596, P = .008, η
2
= .66; blind individuals: mean attended: -.287 µV, SE: .547; mean unat-406 
tended: 1.65 µV, SE: 465; sighted controls: F(1,12) = .005 P = .944, sighted controls mean 407 
attended: .612 µV, SE: 640; mean unattended: .647 µV, SE: 359).  408 
Finally, the interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group was not significant  409 
(interaction between Emotion, Attention and Group: F(3,57) = .878, P = .443). 410 
Note also that the critical 4-way interaction of Attention (attended versus unattended),  411 
Emotion (neutral, happy, threatening, fearful), Electrode (M4, M7) and Group (congenitally  412 
blind versus sighted controls) on mean ERP amplitudes was significant in the first time window  413 
only (F(3,57) = 6.258, P = .003, η2= .248, for all other time windows: P > .7). Confirming the  414 
similarity across the two electrodes, the 4-way interaction was not significant for the second and third 415 
time windows (see Table 2).  416 
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3. Discussion  425 
 The goal of the present study was to understand whether spatial selective attention is 426 
necessary for processing of affective prosodies after visual deprivation from birth. Therefore, 427 
we aimed at identifying the time course and underlying processing stages that differ in con-428 
genitally blind adults compared to sighted controls and that potentially provide enhanced au-429 
ditory emotional processing capacities. Moreover, we tried to understand if, similar to sighted 430 
controls, congenitally blind individuals suppress irrelevant fearful voices and attend to rele-431 
vant fearful human voices at the attended location during early processing stages (auditory 432 
N1; see Gädeke et al., 2013). This effect was demonstrated by a more pronounced negativity 433 
to attended relative to unattended fearful human voices in sighted controls (see Gädeke et al., 434 
2013). Finally, we analyzed whether the group differences in orienting spatial selective atten-435 
tion to different emotional voices are distributed at posterior electrodes (Amadeo et al., 2019; 436 
Föcker et al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: Leclerc et al., 2000).  437 
For this purpose, an auditory oddball paradigm was run in which participants had to de-438 
tect rare deviant syllables at the attended location and ignore deviant syllables at the unat-439 
tended location as well as all standard syllables at both locations. We observed that congeni-440 
tally blind individuals were more efficient compared to sighted controls in detecting deviant 441 
syllables at the attended spatial location. Those group effects cannot be due to gender or age 442 
differences as both groups did not differ in this respect. This result pattern contributes to a 443 
large range of studies reporting superior auditory skills in the blind, such as pitch discrimina-444 
tion and auditory spectral cues (Doucet et al., 2005; Gougoux et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2010), 445 
human echolocation (Schenkman & Nilsson, 2010), auditory language processing (Röder et 446 
al., 2003; Schild & Friedrich, 2018), auditory memory (Amedi et al., 2003; Rokem & 447 
Ahissar, 2009), auditory spatial selective attention (Hugdahl et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1995; 448 
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(Klinge et al., 2020). Particularly, those results confirm findings of enhanced auditory spatial 450 
selective attention in blind individuals (demonstrated in higher d primes) and point to the fact 451 
that blind individuals might not be distracted by the emotional valence of the voices when 452 
attending to a specific spatial location (Hugdahl et al., 2004; Kujala et al., 1995; 1997; 453 
Lessard et al., 1998; Röder et al., 1999a,b).  454 
 455 
Early perceptual processing 456 
Consistently with previous studies in this area, we found an enhanced N1 amplitude in 457 
blind individuals compared to sighted controls (Amadeo et al., 2019; Doucet et al., 2005; 458 
Muchnik et al., 1991; Röder et al., 1999a). This group difference in the N1 mirrors facilitated 459 
behavioral performance in congenitally blind individuals. It might be speculated, that an 460 
improved representation of auditory perceptual features (as measured via N1) contributes to 461 
more efficient task processing at the attended location in blind participants. Other studies 462 
have argued that there is a more efficient perceptual encoding in the blind as reflected in 463 
shorter N1 latencies and shorter recovery periods of auditory ERPs (Elbert et al., 2020; Röder 464 
et al., 1996).   465 
On the other hand, four out of 13 blind participants were excluded in the current exper-466 
iment from data analysis because they were not able to perceptually discriminate the two fe-467 
male vocal identities, which has been set as a test of basic hearing abilities and was used crite-468 
ria to be included in data analysis (see Gädeke et al., 2013; Bull et al., 1983; see Föcker et al., 469 
2012; Hölig et al., 2014 a, 2014 b; for a better voice identification performance in congenital-470 
ly blind compared to sighted controls). Some studies did report impaired performance on au-471 
ditory tasks in blind individuals (Cappagli & Gori 2016; Finocchietti et al. 2015; Gori et al. 472 
2014; Menard et al. 2015; Voss, 2016), while the others found no difference from sighted 473 
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reported in auditory tasks in blind individuals may be due to different task requirements (e.g. 475 
voice identification versus detecting target syllables in the current experiment; see also King, 476 
2014; de Borst & de Gelder, 2019, p.2860) or different training protocols (see Föcker et al., 477 
2012). 478 
In the time range of the auditory N1, we observed a main effect of Attention in blind in-479 
dividuals: similar to sighted controls, congenitally blind individuals showed a difference be-480 
tween attended and unattended fearful voices. However, this effect was not specifically tight 481 
to negative human voices such as fear or threat as in sighted controls (see Gädeke et al., 2013 482 
for a further discussion for sighted controls). Thus, while attention effects for most of the 483 
emotional voices were observed relatively late in sighted individuals (> 150 ms), the main 484 
effect of spatial attention to emotional stimuli was already established in blind individuals and 485 
quite similar across all emotions including happy, fearful, neutral and threatening. Spatial 486 
selective attention might act as a mechanism that allows processing of emotions at the attend-487 
ed location and suppressing irrelevant information at the unattended location. It might be ar-488 
gued that congenitally blind individuals have an “improved and more efficient” spatial filter 489 
system in order to process and distinguish relevant from irrelevant information irrespective of 490 
the type of emotion.  491 
We argue that the emotional valence of auditory stimuli might be partially extracted au-492 
tomatically (in the absence of at least spatial attention) in the congenitally blind. This is 493 
shown by the main effect of Emotion in congenitally blind individuals, which suggests that 494 
emotions are processed in the attended and the unattended channel in a similar way. This cor-495 
responds to findings reported by Klinge et al. (2010a) in congenitally blind individuals: In 496 
this study, congenitally blind participants and sighted controls had to discriminate either the 497 
emotional prosody (happy, threatening, neutral, fearful: emotion discrimination task) or the 498 
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ity was recorded (Klinge et al., 2010a). As a result, blind individuals showed higher profi-500 
ciency in discriminating voice prosodies, they were faster in emotion discrimination com-501 
pared to sighted controls and showed higher activation in occipital cortex to all emotional 502 
vocal stimuli (Klinge et al., 2010a). This group of participants also showed higher amygdala 503 
activation in response to threatening and fearful compared to neutral voices. Moreover, 504 
amygdala activation was observed irrespective of the underlying task (emotion versus vowel 505 
discrimination task), indicating that this activation is not related to explicit emotion detection, 506 
but is rather automatically driven by the emotional valence of the stimulus.  507 
It has to be noticed that quite long inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) were applied in the 508 
current experiment and it is well known that N1 attention effects are elicited if short ISIs are 509 
employed (see also Gädeke et al., 2013 for a similar discussion). Of course, we cannot exlude 510 
the fact that participants might have additional resources left over to attend to the other (i.e., 511 
task-irrelevant) loudspeaker. However,we argue that this is unlikely. Spatial selective 512 
attention effects were already established in the first time window, especially in the 513 
congenitally blind individuals to all emotions, which suggest specific enhancement of the 514 
processing of vocal stimuli by spatial attention even when long ISIs are applied. Nevertheless, 515 
future studies could examine this idea more explicitly by additonally taxing participants’ 516 
attentional resources and testing whether participants would still be able to show emotion-517 
specific processing at the unattended spatial locations. 518 
Interestingly, ERPs were modulated by emotional valence in both sighted controls and 519 
congenitally blind individuals in a similar way in the time range of the auditory N1, suggest-520 
ing that emotions itself are similarly processed in both groups. ERPs showed a more pro-521 
nounced negativity to neutral voices compared to threatening, happy or fearful human voices 522 
for both groups. This is in line with previous studies (Liu et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 2013) 523 
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enhanced N1 amplitudes to neutral voices might reflect improved voice detection of neutral 525 
stimuli another indication that enhanced amplitudes mirror better task performance. 526 
 527 
Later processing stages 528 
In the second time window (190-260 ms), we observed that both, congenitally blind 529 
and sighted controls showed a main effect of Attention and a main effect of Emotion (without 530 
any interactions). However, the difference in ERPs to the attended versus unattended condi-531 
tion was much stronger in congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls. Inter-532 
estingly, unlike congenitally blind individuals, sighted controls did not show any attention 533 
effect in the time window 260-350 ms at the posterior electrode M7, suggesting a more sus-534 
tained attention effect over time in the blind compared to sighted controls especially at poste-535 
rior electrodes. This is also shown by the more posterior topographical distribution of the at-536 
tention effect in congenitally blind compared to sighted controls which might point to a reor-537 
ganization of the voice processing system in congenitally blind individuals. These more pos-538 
terior topographies of auditory evoked potentials have been also shown in other studies 539 
(Amadeo et al., 2019: Auditory-evoked Contralateral Occipital Positivity (ACOP); Föcker et 540 
al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Leclerc et al., 2000; Röder et al., 1999a). Therefore, we argue 541 
that attention was not necessary to process emotional valence of the voices at these later time 542 
windows in both sighted and congenitally blind individuals. However, spatial selective atten-543 
tion – even at this late processing stage – is much more enhanced in blind individuals com-544 
pared to sighted controls. 545 
 546 
Neural reorganization of the emotional voice processing system 547 
It has been suggested that an intramodal reorganization in blind individuals might con-548 
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instance, brain imaging studies reported cortical reorganization of the auditory cortex as a 550 
neural mechanism to understand the shorter auditory N1 latencies (Elbert et al., 2002; Stevens 551 
& Weaver, 2009).  Besides changes within unisensory brain areas (also called intramodal 552 
plasticity in auditory brain structure, Röder & Neville, 2003), other studies observed neural 553 
plastic changes in multisensory regions (De Volder et al., 1997; Röder et al., 1999a), includ-554 
ing the functional connections between auditory and visual brain areas (Bavelier & Neville, 555 
2002; Klinge et al., 2010b) and additional recruitment of visual cortices during auditory pro-556 
cessing (crossmodal plasticity, Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010; Fairhall et al., 2017) which 557 
has been suggested to facilitate performance of the blind including voice processing 558 
(Gougoux et al., 2009). For instance, Gougoux and coauthors (2009) have shown higher voice 559 
specific activation in the left superior temporal sulcus (STS) in congenitally blind individuals 560 
compared to sighted controls (Gougoux et al., 2009). This increased recruitment of the STS 561 
was correlated with their performance in a voice discrimination task (Gougoux et al., 2009). 562 
Thus, it might be speculated that visual deprivation from birth leads to a reorganization of the 563 
multisensory zone in the STS.  564 
Several other brain imaging studies have shown a crossmodal reorganization in human 565 
voice processing tasks, such as a higher activation in the right fusiform gyrus in congenitally 566 
blind and even late blind individuals when asked to indicate the age of a voice (see Hölig et 567 
al., 2014a, 2014b). This activation has been even observed when onset of blindness starts later 568 
in life suggesting that neural reorganization can also be observed in the more mature human 569 
brain (Hölig et al., 2014b). Klinge et al. (2010a) observed an enhanced performance of the 570 
congenitally blind in auditory discrimination tasks that was paralleled by occipital cortex ac-571 
tivation, which was absent in the sighted controls. Even though further studies are needed to 572 
understand the exact location of neural plastic reorganization in the current task, we assume 573 
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task in congenitally blind individuals. This assumption is based on the fact, that attention ef-575 
fects, even at later processing stages are observed at more posterior electrodes which is usual-576 
ly atypical for auditory ERPs.  577 
 578 
3.1. Conclusion 579 
These results provide evidence for enhanced auditory spatial selective attention irrespective 580 
of the emotional valence in the absence of vision from birth and point to a reorganization of 581 
the auditory voice processing system following congenital blindness. 582 
 583 
4. Experimental Procedure 584 
4.1. Participants 585 
Thirteen congenitally blind individuals participated in the experiment. This sample size was based 586 
on a highly relevant previous work in this area (e.g., Gädeke et al., 2013 who included 13 sighted 587 
controls in the same paradigm; see also Röder et al., 2007). Five participants had to be excluded 588 
from data analysis due to the following reasons: (1) four participants had to be excluded due to 589 
very low performance in discriminating human voices (d prime < .04) see also Gädeke et al., 2013 590 
for a similar approach), (2) one participant had too many artifacts in the EEG data recordings (less 591 
than 40 % of trials remaining). The final sample consisted of eight congenitally blind individuals 592 
(mean age: 26 years, age range: 23-29 years, four female). Please note that comparable sample 593 
sizes of blind individuals (N = 8) have been reported in previous studies e.g., de Borst & de 594 
Gelder, (2005); Easton et al., (1998); Föcker et al., (2015); Hampson & Duffy, (1984); Matteau et 595 
al., (2010); Röder et al., (1999a; 2007); Szucs & Csepe, 2005; Vercillo, Burr, & Gori, (2016). Six 596 
participants were students at the University of Marburg, Germany, one participant was a 597 
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All blind participants were totally blind or did not have more than rudimentary sensitivity for 599 
brightness differences without any pattern vision. In all cases, blindness was due to peripheral def-600 
icits. More specifically, blindness was due to the following reasons: retinopathia pigmentosa (N = 601 
3), retina degeneration (N=2), too high levels of oxygen in the incubator (N=1). For two partici-602 
pants, the reasons for blindness (peripheral defect) were unknown (N = 2). All participants were 603 
German native speakers and reported normal hearing and no history of neurological illness. Eight 604 
blind participants were compared with 13 sighted controls (mean age: 23 years, age range: 20—28 605 
years, seven females; see Gädeke et al., 2013). Congenitally blind individuals and sighted controls 606 
did not differ in gender or age (gender distribution blind individuals: 4 females and 4 males; sight-607 
ed controls:7 females, 6 males; χ2 = .0294, P = .864; mean age blind individuals: 26 years, SD = 608 
2.43 years; mean age sighted controls: 23 years, SD = 2.61 years, t(19) = 1.60, P >.05). Sighted 609 
participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. All participants were blindfolded throughout 610 
the experiment.  611 
           All participants were recruited from the local community or towns near the city of Marburg 612 
and received monetary compensation for their participation. Written informed consent was given 613 
by each participant prior to the beginning of the experiment. This study was in accordance with the 614 
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethics committee of the medical association of Mar-615 
burg.  616 
4.2.  Stimulus Material 617 
 The stimulus material, training and experimental procedure were identical to the procedure 618 
reported in Gädeke et al. (2013). The stimulus material has been rated by a separate group of 24 619 
University students (see Gädeke et al., 2013). Nine disyllable pseudo-words spoken by two ac-620 
tresses in four emotional prosodies (neutral, happy, threatening and fearful) were selected for the 621 
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syllables were classified as deviant stimuli (such as fefi), while the remaining six vocal stimuli 623 
with the same two syllables belonged to the standard stimuli (such as fefe). Deviant syllables pre-624 
sented at the attended location (for instance right loudspeaker) are called targets throughout the 625 
manuscript. Mean stimulus duration for neutral human voices was 632 ms, SE = 35, for happy 626 
human voices 575 ms, SE = 57, for threatening human voices 602 ms, SE = 56 and for fearful hu-627 
man voices 518 ms, SE = 44. We run the Kruskal Wallis test (see Zinchenko et al., 2015 for com-628 
parable procedures) in order to compare the stimulus duration of the targets and standards. Results 629 
show that the duration between different emotional stimuli does not significantly differ from each 630 
other (targets: χ2 = 6, P > 0.1; standards: χ2 = 3.66, P > .2, df = 3). The characteristics of the stimu-631 
lus material (duration, pitch, intensity, valence, intensity and dominance ratings) are reported in 632 
tables 3 and 4. Pitch was calculated using the Praat phonetics software package (Boersma & 633 
Weenink, 2012) developed for Phonetic or Phonological research. Praat uses an autocorrelation 634 
method for pitch analysis based on a robust algorithm for periodicity detection, that has been opti-635 
mised for speech analysis, proposed by Boersma (2001). For further information see 636 
http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/manual/Sound__To_Pitch__ac____.html 637 
INSERT TABLE 3 638 
 639 
INSERT TABLE 4 640 
 641 
 642 
4.3.  Procedure 643 
4.3.1. Experiment 644 
Two loudspeakers were positioned in front of the participant at a distance of 1.4 m, one 45 degrees 645 
to the left and one 45 degrees to the right of the participant. All stimuli were presented with an 646 
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between the onset of the presentation of any two successive voices (i.e., stimulus onset asynchro-648 
nies: SOA) varied between 1300 ms to 1700 ms (see Figure 1).  649 
 650 
INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE 651 
 652 
Participants’ task was to attend to stimuli which were presented at one of two spatial positions (left 653 
or right speaker) spoken by one of the two female speakers. Whenever participants detected one of 654 
the deviant stimuli spoken by the attended voice and presented at the attended position (i.e., tar-655 
gets), participants had to lift the right or left index finger out of a light gate. After half of the trials, 656 
the response hand was switched (from left to right index finger or vice versa). Emotional prosody 657 
of the syllables was task-irrelevant. In total there were four experimental conditions (attend voice I 658 
versus attend voice II and attend left vs. attend right loudspeaker).
1
 The experiment consisted of 16 659 
blocks; each block lasted six to seven minutes.  The following four experimental conditions were 660 
presented: condition 1: attend left speaker, attend voice 1; condition 2: attend right speaker, attend 661 
voice 1; condition 3: attend left speaker, attend voice 2, condition 4: attend right speaker, attend 662 
voice 2. (p.22). A block comprised 192 standard stimuli (80%) and 48 deviant stimuli (20%), 24 of 663 
which were targets (5 %). Every two blocks participants were instructed to attend to the other loca-664 
tion (e.g., from left to right). Only spatial attention effects with regards to the different emotional 665 
prosodies were analyzed.  666 
           All participants were blindfolded throughout the experiment and a chin rest was used to 667 
restrict head movements. Moreover, participants were instructed to avoid excessive blinking dur-668 
                                                 
1
 “Originally, the main experiment comprised an additional orthogonally manipulated factor (Gaedeke et al., 2013). Partici-
pants had to selectively attend to one voice only. However, the voices of two female actors were too similar and participants 
did not manage to distinguish between them. Even after excluding participants (N = 4) with very low performance in dis-
criminating the voices (d’ < .04), mean d’ was low (d’ = .67, SE = .08) (see Gaedeke et al., 2013).  In the current experiment, 
we applied the same criteria to congenitally blind indi-viduals and sighted controls, in order to guarantee that there were no 
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ing the blocks. The EEG experiment without any breaks took approximately 1.5 hours. The whole 669 
experimental session including breaks, practice and the electrode preparation and removal, lasted 670 
between 5 and 6 hours. 671 
 672 
4.3.2. Training 673 
           In order to familiarize participants with all voice stimuli and experimental procedure, partic-674 
ipants had to take part in a training session, one or two days prior to the actual experiment. They 675 
were asked to discriminate the voices of the two and the experimental procedure. We did not ana-676 
lyze the factor voice in the current experiment. Participants who were not able to distinguish the 677 
two actors were excluded from data analysis (criterion d-prime = 0.04). Further details of the train-678 
ing are provided in Gädeke et al. (2013).  679 
4.4.    ERP data  680 
The data acquisition and EEG recording was identical to Gädeke et al. (2013). For the EEG record-681 
ing 61 Ag/AgCl electrodes were used, mounted equidistantly in an elastic cap (Falk Minow Ser-682 
vices, Munich). A bipolar horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) recording was obtained by attach-683 
ing two electrodes to the outer canthi of the eyes, and the vertical EOG (VEOG) was monitored by 684 
placing an electrode under the right eye against the common reference. The right earlobe electrode 685 
was used as reference electrode during recording, but offline all channels were re-referenced to the 686 
averaged left and right earlobe references. The ground electrode was placed on a position at the 687 
middle of the forehead (below Fpz). 688 
Participant’s skin was prepared by using Every (Meditec SRI, Negernbotel) and alcohol. 689 
Electrogel (Electrocap International, Ohio, USA) served as the electrolyte for all electrodes. Im-690 
pedances were kept below 5 kΩ for scalp recordings and below 10 kΩ for EOG recordings. Signal 691 
amplification was made possible by using two SynAmps-amplifiers (NeuroScan, Inc. Sterling, 692 
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For the ERP analysis, the EEG was averaged for time epoch -100 ms (pre-stimulus) to 1000 ms 694 
(post- stimulus), for each participant and condition. The prestimulus interval was defined as base-695 
line. Only segments following standard stimuli were analyzed, while segments with responses to 696 
standard stimuli were discarded. Segments containing eye movements artifacts, defined as a larger 697 
difference of 120 μV between two sample points within a segment of the vertical or horizontal 698 
EOG or M_1 electrode, were not included in the analysis. Segments containing muscle activity 699 
artifacts (voltage channel differences of more than 160 μV between two adjacent sample points) as 700 
well as amplifier saturation (maximal voltage difference less than 0.5 μV over a time epoch of at 701 
least 100 ms) were eliminated prior to averaging. Participants with a rejection rate of higher than 702 
40% of the epochs were discarded (see Gädeke et al., 2013 for a comparable data analysis ap-703 
proach). For ERP analysis, we used a 2 (groups: blind, control) * 4 (emotions: neutral, happy, fear-704 
ful, threatening) * 2 (attention: attended, unattended) * 2 (electrodes: M4, M7) repeated measures 705 
design. The rationale behind choosing two midline electrodes M4 and M7 is that no mid-line elec-706 
trode has been included in the electrode clusters. Please note that the analysis including electrode 707 
clusters is now reported in the supplement. The central electrode M4 has been chosen as auditory 708 
vertex potentials are known to be maximal in amplitude at central scalp electrodes (see also Figure 709 
1). Moreover, M4 has been investigated in Gädeke et al., 2013 in sighted individuals. Electrode 710 
M7 has been selected as this is a more posterior electrode (corresponding to the Pz electrode of the 711 
10-20 system). Research in blind individuals has shown that the auditory N1 recorded at posterior 712 
electrodes is modulated differently in congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls 713 
(Amadeo et al., 2019; Föcker et al., 2012; Hötting et al., 2004; Röder et al., 1999a; see also: 714 
Leclerc et al., 2000). Statistical analysis of mean amplitudes was performed for the following three 715 
time epochs (same time windows as for the cluster analysis): first time window (110–150 ms), 716 
second time window (190–260 ms), and third time window (260–350 ms) and are reported below. 717 
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error, the Bonferroni-correction was applied in case of violation of sphericity assumptions for be-719 
havioral and EEG data.  720 
The bootstrapping analysis with replacement was conducted with R (R Core Team 2018; version 721 
3.6.1).  722 
  4.5. Behavioral Data 723 
D-prime was calculated in order to estimate the performance accuracy for discriminat-724 
ing the positions as a function of emotional prosody: d’ = z(p(hit)) − z(p(FA)) (Green & 725 
Swets, 1966). The hit rate was defined as the number of correct responses to deviant stimuli 726 
presented at the attended position divided by the total number of deviants presented at the 727 
attended position. The false alarm rate (FA rate) was defined as the number of incorrect re-728 
sponses to deviant stimuli presented at the unattended position divided by the total number 729 
of deviants at the unattended position. Mean reaction times (RT) and percent correct (PC) 730 
were also calculated for each condition and participant. In order to account for potential 731 
speed-accuracy trade-offs, the Inverse Efficiency Scores (IES) were calculated for each con-732 
dition by dividing RT by PC (Townsend & Ashby, 1987; Spence et al., 2001). Trials with 733 
reaction times below 200 ms or exceeding 1700 ms were disregarded (see also Gädeke et al., 734 
2013 for a similar procedure).  735 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVAs) with repeated measurement factor Emotion (four levels: 736 
neutral, happy, threatening, and fearful) and the between subject factor Group (congenitally 737 
blind versus sighted controls) were run for the dependent variables d-prime (d’) and inverse 738 
efficiency scores (IEs). A main effect of Emotion was further analyzed with t-tests (two-739 
tailed) for dependent samples.  740 
Note also that we performed a bootstrapping analysis (with replacement) by randomly 741 
selecting 8 sighted controls and comparing them against 8 blind participants to account for 742 
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were largely comparable to our main analysis and are not reported in the main text (see sup-744 
plement for a more detailed description and results of this analysis).  745 
 746 
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Figure Legends: 771 
Figure 1 A-B. Experimental design (A). Pseudowords are presented at either the left or the right 772 
loudspeaker. Participants were asked to respond to targets (deviant syllables, example fefi) at the 773 
attended loudspeaker (Attend left or Attend right loudspeaker). In this case, the participant had 774 
to attend to the left loudspeaker and respond to deviant syllables (non-identical syllables) at the 775 
left side. All participants were blindfolded throughout the experiment. Experimental setup (B). 776 
Two loudspeakers were positioned in front of the participant at a distance of 1.4 m, one 45 de-777 
grees to the left and one 45 degrees to the right of the participant. All stimuli were presented 778 
with an equal probability and in randomized order from the left and right loudspeakers. 779 
 780 
Figure 2. Behavioral data (A-D). A) d-prime: Main effect of Emotion. Higher d-prime 781 
scores were observed to neutral human voices compared to happy, threatening and fearful 782 
human voices. D-prime for fearful human voices were higher compared to threatening and 783 
happy voices. B) Inverse Efficiency Scores: Main effect of Emotion. Inverse efficiency 784 
scores were significant lower in the neutral condition compared to the threatening condition. 785 
C) Main effect of Group. Congenitally blind individuals reached higher d-prime values com-786 
pared to sighted controls. D) Main effect of Group, with lower inverse efficiency scores in 787 
congenitally blind individuals compared to sighted controls.  788 
 789 
Figure 3. A-C. A) ERPs recorded to human voices presented at the attended (red dashed line) 790 
and unattended location (black solid line) averaged across all participants. B) ERPs recorded 791 
to the different emotional prosodies (neutral = black, fearful = red, happy = dashed blue line, 792 
threatening = dotted green line) averaged across all participants. C) ERPs averaged separately 793 
across all participants in congenitally blind and sighted controls. ERPs are shown at the cen-794 
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system, see electrode montage). ERPs reveal a more pronounced negativity in congenitally 796 
blind individuals (dashed red line) compared to sighted controls. Selected time windows are 797 
shaded in grey. 798 
 799 
Figure 4. Difference waves (attended minus unattended) in sighted controls (upper row, left 800 
side, A) and congenitally blind (upper row, right side, B) separately for neutral (black line), 801 
fearful (blue line), threatening (green dotted line), and happy (red dashed line) human voices 802 
at central electrode M4 (A,B) and posterior electrode M7 (C,D, see electrode montage). The 803 
ERPs of the selected time window (N1 (110-150 ms) are zoomed in a higher resolution as 804 
shown in the orange circle. Lower Row: Topographical distribution of the attention effect 805 
(attended minus unattended) across all emotions separately for each time window (110-150 806 
ms, 190-260 ms, 260-350 ms) and separately for sighted controls (E) and congenitally blind 807 
(F). Selected time windows are shaded in grey. 808 
 809 
 810 
Figure 5: Mean amplitudes for spatial attended (red dashed line) and unattended locations 811 
(black solid line) in the time range of the N1 plotted as a function of emotions (fear, happy, 812 
neutral and threat) separately for congenitally blind (A,B) and sighted controls (C,D) at elec-813 
trodes M4 and M7  (** = P < .01, * = P < .05), bars represent standard errors of the mean. For 814 
congenitally blind individuals, the main effect of Attention is shown. For sighted controls, the 815 
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Table 1. Mean reaction times (ms) and mean accuracy (%) for each emotional prosody 
(neutral, happy, threatening, fearful) and Group (Blind, Sighted) with standard errors of the 
mean.  
 
 Emotions  Group 
 Neutral Happy Threatening Fearful  Blind Sighted 
 Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE  Mean SE Mean SE 
Percent 
Correct (%) 
79 4 56 2 58 4 65 3  75 1 57 3 
Reaction 
Times (ms) 
1059 20 910 24 1064 19 927 18  956 26 1010 24 
D-prime 3.089 .15 2.135 .057 2.125 .108 2.512 .095  2.7 .113 2.1 .88 





(B) Blind Participants 
           
Overall ANOVA            
Emotion 4.71 0.028 0.403 7.347 0.005 0.559 5.24 0.012 0.429 
Attention 18.12 0.004 0.721 20.34 0.003 0.744 27.62 0.001 0.798 
Electrode 14.68 0.006 0.677 11.36 0.012 0.619 0.67 0.438 0.088 
Emotion ✻ Attention 0.49 0.611 0.066 1.95 0.181 0.242 0.857 0.452 0.109 
Emotion ✻ Electrode 4.64 0.026 0.399  7.25 0.004 0.509  1.4 0.278 0.167 
Attention ✻ Electrode 0.04 0.841 0.006  0.54 0.484 0.072  0.74 0.416 0.097 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Electrode 2.34 0.134 0.252  0.620 0.538 0.081  0.797 0.464 0.102 
 
Electrode M4 
           
Emotion 5.62 0.015 0.446  8.85 0.002 0.558  5.21 0.009 0.427 
Attention 10.84 0.013 0.608  20.39 0.003 0.744  36.72 < .001 0.840 
Emotion ✻ Attention 0.50 0.611 0.067  1.92 0.194 0.216  0.61 0.575 0.081 
 
Electrode M7 
           
Emotion 3.44 0.064 0.330  4.20 0.034 0.375  4.25 0.034 0.378 
Attention 28.79 0.001 0.804  16.07 0.005 0.697  13.60 0.008 0.660 
Emotion ✻ Attention 0.89 0.424 0.113  1.55 0.242 0.181  1.15 0.349 0.141 
Table 2. Auditory ERPs 
 
Factors Time Epoch 
110-150 ms  190-260 ms  260-350 ms 
 F p η2  F p η2  F p η2 
(A) Across Participants          
Overall ANOVA          
Group 5.20 0.034 0.215 2.51 0.130 0.117 0.08 0.771 0.005 
Emotion 17.94 < .001 0.486 25.76 < .001 0.576 22.55 < .001 0.543 
Emotion ✻ Group 1.42 0.251 0.070 1.40 0.255 0.069 0.34 0.778 0.018 
Attention 29.40 < .001 0.608 37.97 < .001 0.667 31.6 < .001 0.625 
Attention ✻ Group 2.22 0.152 0.105 4.74 0.042 0.200 2.35 0.141 0.110 
Electrode 2.85 0.107 0.131 33.54 < .001 0.638 0.66 0.424 0.034 
Electrode ✻ Group 2.62 0.122 0.121 0.06 0.798 0.004 0.20 0.654 0.011 
Emotion ✻ Attention 1.73 0.184 0.084 2.47 0.078 0.115 0.90 0.429 0.045 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Group 1.47 0.239 0.072  0.49 0.680 0.024  0.80 0.474 0.041 
Emotion ✻ Electrode 9.21 < .001 0.327  22.42 < .001 0.541  9.90 < .001 0.343 
Emotion ✻ Electrode ✻ Group 0.09 0.933 0.005  3.83 0.019 0.168  1.83 0.161 0.088 
Attention ✻ Electrode 1.20 0.287 0.059  6.66 0.018 0.260  19.73 < .001 0.510 
Attention ✻ Electrode ✻ Group 0.59 0.449 0.031 
 
 
1.97 0.176 0.094  10.36 0.005 0.353 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Electrode 0.27 0.784 0.014 1.11 0.348 0.055 0.70 0.532 0.036 





0.248 0.05 0.976 0.003 0.42 0.706 0.022 
 
Electrode M4 
           
Group 5.01 0.037 0.209  1.46 0.242 0.071  0.144 0.709 .008 
Emotion 20.64 <.001 0.521  31.93 <.001 0.627  23.25 < .001 0.550 
Emotion ✻ Group 1.15 0.331 0.057  2.34 0.103 0.110  0.770 0.510 0.039 
Attention 21.85 <.001 0.535  38.44 <.001 0.669  67.96 < .001 0.782 
Attention ✻ Group 0.836 0.372 0.042  1.92 0.181 0.092  0.01 0.892 0.001 
Emotion ✻ Attention 1.837 0.166 0.088  2.41 0.86 0.113  0.70 0.527 0.036 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Group 1.15 0.331 0.057  0.461 0.684 0.024  0.58 0.594 0.030 
 
Electrode M7 
           
Group 2.22 0.120 0.105  3.76 0.067 0.165  0.006 0.939 0.000 
Emotion 11.76 <.001 0.382  14.82 < .001 0.438  15.718 < .001 0.453 
Emotion ✻ Group 1.45 0.246 0.071  0.52 0.640 0.027  0.11 0.934 0.006 
Attention 31.25 <.001 0.622  26.93 < .001 0.586  6.841 0.017 0.265 
Attention ✻ Group 4.27 0.053 0.183  7.71 0.012 0.289  6.36 0.021 0.251 
Emotion ✻ Attention 1.89 0.152 0.090  0.82 0.484 0.41  0.970 0.403 0.049 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Group 2.97 0.048 0.135  0.33 0.794 0.017  0.87 0.443 0.044 
Table2
 
(C) Sighted Participants 
           
Overall ANOVA            
Emotion 20.65 < .001 0.633 24.33 < .001 0.670 24.20 < .001 0.669 
Attention 10.57 0.007 0.468 13.37 0.003 0.528 9.565 0.009 0.444 
Electrode 0.002 0.962 0.000 25.34 < .001 0.679 0.083 0.777 0.007 
Emotion ✻ Attention 3.02 0 .040 0.221 0.828 0.468 0.065 0.812 0.480 0.063 
Emotion ✻ Electrode 5.78 0.008 0.325  23.83 < .001 0.665  13.34 < .001 0.547 
Attention ✻ Electrode 2.25 0.159 0.158  10.58 0.007 0.469  34.64 < .001 0.743 
Emotion ✻ Attention ✻ Electrode 4.92 0.019 0.291  0.619 0.567 0.049  0.14 0.886 0.012 
 
Electrode M4 
           
Emotion 21.27 < .001 0.639  32.508 < .001 0.730  24.998 < .001 0.676 
Attention 10.26 0.008 0.461  16.552 0.002 0.580  39.684 < .001 0.768 
Emotion ✻ Attention 3.12 0.050 0.206  0.949 0.414 0.073  0.586 0.585 0.047 
 
Electrode M7 
           
Emotion 12.84 < .001 0.517  13.43 < .001 0.528  15.04 < .001 0.556 
Attention 7.39 0.001 0.804  5.84 0.032 0.328  0.005 0.944 0.000 
Emotion ✻ Attention 4.07 0.018 0.253  0.598 0.601 0.047  0.747 0.499 0.059 
 
ANOVA results (a) across participants including the factors Attention (attended vs unattended), Emotion (happy, neutral, threatening, 
ferarful), Electrode (M4 vs. M7), and Group (Blind vs Sighted) as well as separate  analysis of M4 and M7 electrodes;  
(b) Analysis for Blind; (c) Analysis for Sighted. The results are depicted separately for all three time epochs. 
 
 
Table 3: Item statistics: Mean (M) and Standard error of the mean (SE) of duration, pitch, 
intensity, valence ratings, dominance ratings and arousal ratings of standard stimuli in the 
different emotional prosodies merged across the voices of the two actors. 
 Emotional prosody Duration (ms) Pitch (Hz) Intensity * (dB) 
  M SE M SE M SE 
neutral 632 35 176 3.78 62.31 0.01 
happy 575 57 271 17.45 62.25 0.001 
threatening 602 56 244 8.78 62.15 0.19 
fearful 518 44 252 11.24 62.25 0.02 
 
Emotional Prosody 
Valence rating (1–7) Dominance rating (1–7) Arousal rating (1–7) 
 
M SE M SE M SE 
neutral 4.77 0.27 4.29 0.13 4.59 0.43 
happy 5.37 0.08 4.56 0.12 4.84 0.32 
threatening 1.92 0.13 6.30 0.07 4.81 0.38 
fearful 2.76 0.14 2.23 0.14 4.63 0.21 
Table3
Table 4: Item statistics: Mean (M) and Standard error of the mean (SE) of duration, pitch, 
intensity, valence ratings, dominance ratings and arousal ratings of deviant stimuli in the 
different emotional prosodies merged across the voices of the two actors. 
 
Emotional Prosody Duration (ms) Pitch (Hz) Intensity * (dB) 
  M SE M SE M SE 
neutral 731 60 186 2.69 62.21 0.01 
happy 490 42 363 14.57 62.36 0.01 
threatening 721 96 297 10.14 62.30 0.03 
fearful 426 44 312 14 62.5 0.06 
Emotional Prosody Valence rating (1–7) Dominance rating (1–7) Arousal rating (1–7) 
  M SE M SE M SE 
neutral 4.83 0.51 4.50 0.15 3.98 0.50 
happy 5.17 0.09 4.43 0.17 5.06 0.43 
threatening 1.74 0.15 6.51 0.10 5.53 0.10 
fearful 2.60 0.14 1.97 0.12 4.56 0.18 
Table4
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